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i'e 11 od 1st omidae

Fellod1stom1nae

ORIENTOPHORUS

Srivastava,1935

Moderate sized fellodistomids, 0.75 to 1.7 mm.; body oval,
th1ck,spinose, spines minute, backwardly directed. Suckers
well developed, nearly eq~al in size; acetabulum situated close
behind anterior third of body. Genital pore median, varying
in position from in front of acetabulum to posterior end of
pharynx. ~xcretory bladder V-ehaped with a very small median
stem, cornua extending up to pharynx, excretory opening terminal.
Testes two, compact, lateral, intercecal, situ~ted lateral to
acetabulum in middle third of body. Cirrus sac large,oval,
enclosing a well developed s-ehaped veslcula sem1nalis; pars
prostatica surrounded by huge prostate gland cells; ductus
eJaculator1us and a small cirrus. Ovary deeply loved,posttest1cular,sl1ghtly to one side. Laurer's canal present; shell
gl~nd complex dorsal to ovary; recaptaculum eem1n1s lacking.
Receptaculum sem1n1s uter1num well developed. Uterus enormously
developed, extending from middle of acetabulum to hinter end of
Hff body; metraterm feebly l##IIHI muscular. Vltellaria
follicular,lateral,extracecal,eometimes overlapping ceca, extending
from level of pharynx to hinter end of ceca. rolk: reservoir
tr1angular,median, between acetabulum and ovary. Eggs yellow,
oval operculate, 13 to 25 by 10 to 12 µ. Host: fresh waaer fish
Clupea 111sha. Type species: Q.brev1chrus.
This genus is separated by the author from other
fellod1stom1ds by the position of the ovary behind the testes.
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In 1918 (Zoopathologica: 1111 .. ) tilt' late
O. A. Ma.-t'allum des<'ribed
two c,xotic sp<'<"iea of tremat,od-, tht' description• bt•1111 hallt'd on l'.IJJ('('imen11
obtained from Asiati<' hosts b't l)r. W. G. MacC'allum. Ont' of the trematodes,
Eurema keksooni (=Fau11tula keksootti) wa, fr~m tht' 1ill1 of a "ray" taken
at Singapore, and the othn, Di.,tom11m tropttfottoli, 11·a1 from the gall hladder
of a snake, Tropirlo,wtt1s triang11l1gerv11, from Java. Tht' available material
in each case consisted of a single specimen. In view of the tact that important
misinterpretations of structure appeared in the descriptions of these speciPs,
which in one case reeulted in misall()('ation and establishment of unnecessary
supergeneric groups, it appears desirable that redescriptions of these forms be
made available. The affinities of Eur,,.a kebooni (=Faust11la keksooni) can
not be definitely determined, but in m~ny respects it resembles membrr11 of the
Fellodistomidae and is tentatively assigm•d to that family; Di.1Jtomum tror«f01toti
ql>viously !>elongs in the family Plagiorehiidae.
Fau.rtula keksoofti (MacCallum, 1918) Poche, 1926
SyM1tym.-Eurema kek1100t1i Maccallum, 1918.
Description.-Body (fig. 3) more or less broadly lanceolate, 2.8 mm long
by 1.2 mm wide. Cuticula smooth, without spines. Oral sucker missing, the
anterior end having been torn off at level of anterior margin of pharynx;
acetabulum 386µ long by 285µ. wide, median, prcequatorio.l. Excretory aperture
terminal; excretory vesicle not visible. Pharynx piriform, 179µ long by 132µ.
wide; esophagus 370µ. long; intestinal ceca apparently short, not visible beyond
level of anterior mari(in of aeetabulum. Genital aperture probably median or
submedian, althourh it appears to right of median line due to the twisted
condition of the specimen, situated about midway ·between intestinal bifurcation
and i.nte!ior margin of ncetabulum. Cirru, pouch
large, aLout 640µ long by 315µ. wide near hase, eon taining a ~uhular seminal vesicle and numerous prostatic ce:ls. Trstes ova!, about 29!')µ long by 2:,.,µ.
wide, with fields separate and zones almost com pletely coinciding, slightly postacetabular.
O,ar_y
lobed, about 380µ in diameter, median, immediately
posttesticular. Seminal receptacle appar,·ntly absent,
although the oviduet is widened at the point where
La urn's canal i11 given off and this dilation appar·
ently functiom1 as a seminal receptn<'le; Laurer '!I
eanal long and slender, opening dorsally at le,·el of
posterior limits of uterine loops.
Mrhlis' gland
preovarial, mPdian to right testis, mconspicuons.
Yitellaria largl'I., 1•xtraee<'al, in zonP bounclrd I,~· _
lpn•l11 of intestinal bifurcation and anterior margin
of act>t11t.11l11m. l'terus in antero posteriorly dircctrcl
loops, 01·<·upym1C grPatn part of bculy from leYPI of
anterior margin nf R<'Ptabulum to len•I of opPning
of Lau n •r •._ 1·:inn 1. F.gic-. o,·nl, 1 fi to :!flµ long hy
!I tu 11 µ 1111I,·. with thit·k lw ll~
llosl. " Sma ll rny . "
[ ,ocat,,,11
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Fellodistomatidae
Family Fellodiatomatidae Nicoll, 1913
Faustula basiri ap. n.
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Host: Hilsa sinensis ( L.): Chi*e?lh~rring; Clupeidae.
Site: Intestine.
Number of specimens: 15.
Locality: Verava].
Holotype: USNM Helm. Coll. No. 63207.
Description (with measurPments on 5 specimens):
Body 2.14 to 2.,58 mm long, 1.03 to 1.1 mm wide
at le, el of acetabulum, oval. Cuticle thick with
spines on entire body. Acetabulum 203 to 280 by
19.5 to 245, subspherical; at 912 to 1,158 from
anterior end of body, almost equatorial. Oral
sucker 143 to 161 by 200 to 243, subspherical,
terminal. Sucker' ratio 1:0.87 to 0.9. Prepharynx
short; pharynx 140 to 164 by 104 to 135; esophagus 240 to 456 long; cecal bifurcation at 540 to
660 from anterior end of body; ceca simple, arcuate, extending slightly posterior to middle of body,
Testes 200 to 300 by 120 to 180, oval, symmetrical, on either side of acetabulum, intercecal. Cirrus
sac 408 to 528 by 264 to 288, pyriform, between
cecal arch and acetabulum, containing elongated
S-shaped seminal vesicle, pars prostatica, ejaculatory duct, and cirrus; prostatic gland ceUs well de,
veloped. Genital pore immediately postbifurcal.
Ovary deeply multilobed, postacetabular, slightl3
sinistral. Seminal receptacle absent. Uterine semi,
nal receptacle present. Vitellaria follicular, lateral
extracecal, from midesophageal level to level o
middle of ovary, partly overlapped by uterine coils
yolk reservoir posterior to acetabulum. Uterus vo
luminous, filling most of posterior half of body bu
not reaching posterior end, partly overlapping ~
ovary, testes, vitellaria; metraterm undifferentiatecl
Eggs 12 to 18 by 9 to 12. Excretory vesicle l
shaped with short stem, and long arms reacbin
middle of esophagus; excretory pore terminal.
Remarks

In having the cirrus sac anterior to acetab1
lum, the prese11t species comes closest to Faw
tula clupeae (Srivastava, 193.5) Yamagut
19.58 (= F. clupii emended), but differs fro1
it in Jonger esophagus, postbifurcal genital por
more anterior and posterior extents of vitellari
and equatorial position of acetabulum. Tl
species has been named after the late Profess(
M. A. Basir.
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Orientophorus brevichrus Srivastava, 1935
AUAD.0111\0US

Host: Clupea 1lisha (a (freshwater) 1'1 sh)
Locality: Northern India
Description (condensed): Size 1.3 to 1.7 by o.7 to 0.9 mm.
Spined in anterior half. Oral sucker 0.15 to 0.19 mm.
Acetabulum 0.14 to 0.25 mm., 1/3 from anterior end. Prepharynx
very short, pharynx 0.1 to 0.12 by 0.09 to 0.11 mm. Esophagus
0.12 to 0.2, bifurcating about l/3 from anterior end. Ceca
end at about mid-ovary level.
· ·
Testes oval or reniform, symmetrical, intercecal or
partly cecal, in middle third of body. Cirrus sac flaakshaped between acetabulum and left testis from intestinal
b1flurcat1on to posterior end of testes. Seminal vesicle
s-shaped, straight pars prostatica, cirrus knob-like. Male
and female pores opening into a shallow small genital atrium,
median, at level or intestinal bifurcation.
Ovary with 3 main lQbes each divided into 3 or more lobes,
Just behind m1dbody, to the left. La.urer's canal present.
Shell gland diffuse. Vitelline follicles small, irregular,
lateral, between ceca and body wall f'rom level of intestinal
bifurcation to middle of testes. Seminal receptacle absent.
Uterine aem. rec. present. Uterus to posterior end of
body. Metraterm weak. Eggs 13 to 20 by 10 to 12 µ.
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(),132 MN, Ha ero cTeHKBX xopowo 3aMeTna tteTKaH nonepeqiHast
11cqepllellHOCTb. BerBH KHUielfHHKa, pacUIHpeHtHble H 38KpyrneH11We ua KOHU.3X, THHYTCSI Ha3a.ll AO y,p0B·HH ceMeHHlKKOB. 6plOUIaR 111pKtCIOOKa ,IJ(Jtl'M{ palB'Ha HJI'H HeCK,OJibKO Mem,me POTO·
118SI,

Ilipeq:>8{p·H1HKCa

0,063 MM.

-ioA, paononoJKeHa B cpe.u.111eii TpeTH Te.Tia,
toRtly. )lu11eTp 6pl01DHOA npHCOC~H 0,189
aol 6yipc1,1 0,063 X 0,130 MM. Ee cTpoeHHe
'1oJ10BOe OTBepCTHe

C'eMe&HHICilf

6J11-1>Ke K nepe.llHeMy
MM, Pa3Mepb1 noJI0-

11HrtHlfHo .nm1 po,n.a.
6p10llIIHOH npiKOCKOH.
0,23 MM, JJe)KaT CHMMeT-

0'J'IKpblBaeTCSI nepen

X

pae.u&1e,

0BaJTbHb1e 0,20
np,HCOCKH. JlonacTHOA SHlttHHK, A()CTHra11:)~••di B nonepell·H•HKe 0, 157 MM, paonoJiar,aeT<:.R Ha cpe,AHeii JTH·
... 'ffilll n031..'1H ceMemnncoe. )Ke.nTOlfHKKH co6pa,Hbl B KOMfi8KT·
.... 091JlbHble M30Cbl H H8XO,llSITC51 no 6oKaM Tena .enepe,nH ceClB, H'H'K<Jr~a 11e ,.lOO'llHlf3'11 YiJ>'OBIHSl IC~HIHbI ~IOlllHOA
coc«·R. Best 38.11.'HRSI '13CTb TeJia 3anoJIHeHa M'lfOI'OlfHCJleHHblllH
IIH RHBMcH c roncroii o6ono'IK-OH.
Pa3Mepb1 HU 0,012lf 0,021 -0,025 MM. 3KcKperopHblii ny31il'ph V-06paa1t1i1A.
lle18H 33XOJlHT Bnepe.n. no 60K8M Tena no'ITH .110 <J>aJ»tHKCI.
BCeMY TeJTY pacceRHbl O)lHOKJieroqHble >KeJte.3bl, ooo(SeHHO xoJlH
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FAUSTULA CHAUHAN! N.SP.

&
rivastava,19 60
Four specimens of this species were collected. These worms are
oval or pyriform in shape, measuring l .0SS-1.248 mm. in length and
0.448-0.608 mm. in breadth in the region of the testes. The cuticle is
provided with very minute backwardly pointed spines. The oral sucker
measures 0.080-0.112x0.064-0.144 mm. The ventral sucker is
0.128-0.160 X 0.128-0. 160 mm. It is nearly spherical or subspherical in

Gupta

shape lying approximately at the middle of the body. It covers
posteriorly the anterior part of the left testis and anteriorly it covers
the posterior parl nf the cirrus :-.a.:.
0

The oral sucker is followed by pharynx which measures 0.045-0. I «mm.
by 0.042-0.135 mm. Prepharynx is not conspicuous in these specimen~.
Pharynx leads into an oesophagus which is 0.114-0.195 mm. Ions.
The oesophagus bifurcates into two intestinal caeca which reach upto
2/3 of the body length and terminate some distance behind the testes.
The two testes are symmetrically placed one on each side of the
body. They are oval or reniform in shape. The right testis is
traver~ed dorsally by the right inll'stinal
separate from the ventral sucker or the c
in the intercncc:11 'irnce Though it als«

at its middle and lies
o;,ac. The left tec;ti" lies
· ·" the intec;tin:il caecum

L:lL'C'Um

of its side but does not reach to the extra caecal region. The anteromedian part of the left testis is covertd by the ventral sucker. The
right testis measures 0.128-0.160 x 0.080 mm. and the left one measures
O.tl2·0.144x0.064-0.112 mm. The position of the right testis is
peculiar in the type specimen but in other <,pecimens both the testes lie
in the intercaecal space. The cirrus 5ac is pyrifiorm or flask shaped
with broad basal part and narrow anterior part. The cirrus sac
measures 0.144-0.195 x 0.084-0.099 mm. It is a voluminous structure
lying on the median line partly overlapping the ventral sucker. In
some specimens protrusible non-spiny cirrus could also be observed.
The genital opening is situated some distance in front of the intestinal
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by 0.009-0.010 mfn.
Host:-Hl/sa 1/lisha.
Locality:-Allahabad.
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bifurcation on its left side.

The ovary is a lobed structure, measuring 0.128-0.208 x0.1520.168 mm. The vitelline follicles urc of irregular shape, arranged in
the extra-caecal field from the anterior to the posterior margin of
the ventral sucker.
The transver,e vitelline ducts are narrow
and arise from the middle of these follicles. • The<-e ducts run obliquely
backwards to the median plane -where they unite in front of the ovary
slightly to the right side. The shell-gland mass i'i c;ituated towards the
right side of the ovary and is not distingui'ihed easily. The uterus fills
the whole of the posterior tbird of the body and contains numerous
eggs of yellow shining colour. These eggs measure 0.015-0.016 mm.
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lndltnt-Journal of Helmlnthology Vol. XII. No. 2:september 1960, pp. 114-117

ON FAUSTULA CHAUHANJ N.SP. (FAMILY
FELLODISTOMIDAB NICOLL, 1913).
By
P. D. GUPTA

Central Inland Fisheries Re.t1•arch Station, Barrackpore,
and
C. B. SRIVASTAVA.
Central Inland Fisheries Research SulrStation, Al/ahahad.
(Communicated by Dr. B. S. Chauhan.)
'(Rul'ivtd on 15-4-1960.)

Poche (1926) proposed the genus Faustula for E.urema MacCallum,
1918 as the latter name was preoccupied by the insect genus furema
Hubner, 1918. Maccallum had described only ono species under the
genus furema i.e. f. keksoonl. Srivastava (1935) described four species
viz .• bre,lchrus, gangeticus, llishil and clupii to be included in the genus
Orlentophorus created by him for the purpose. Later on price (1938)
rcdcscribed Eurema keksoonl and pointed to the misinterpretations of
parts of this form by MacCallum. Consequently he placed this genus
described
under the
family Fellodistomidre. Yamaguti (1942)
Orlentophorus savor/ from Hyporhamphus savor/ and quoted (1953) •
Manter considering Faustula and Orlentophorus to be synonymous. In
this paper a new species, F. chauhanl is described.
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Orientophorus clupii Srivastava,1935
Body elongated with bluntly pointed ends, pre-aeetabular
region studded with minute spines. Adults 1.3 to 1.5 by 0.7 to 0.8
mm. Unicellular glands all over body especially 1n region of
esophagus. Suckers broader than l)ng. Oral sucker 0.1 to 0.12
by 0.13 to 0.15 mm. acetabulum slightly larger than oral sucker,
o.14 to 0.16 by 0.16 to 0.17 mm., a little behind first third oibody. Prepharynx very small; pharynx oval, 0.17 by 0.09 mm.,
esophagus 0.08 to 0.1 mm. long; ceca fairly ~long ending at level of
posterior end of ovary. Genital atrium small and shallow at
posterior end of pharynx.
Testes oval, symmetrical, intercecal one on each side 01· the
acetabulum, partly overlapping ceca. Cirrus sac claviform,
0.28 by 0.17 mm t'rom anterior border of acetabulum to genital
atrium; seminal vesicles-shaped. cirrus minute and knob-shaped.
Ovary dee ) ly lobed, 8.26 mm in diameter, a little to let·t
close behind acetabulum. Laurer's canal present; sem. rec.
lacking. Terminal part of uterus passing between left testis and
acetabulum. ~ggs 15 by 10 µ. Vitellarla lateral, extracecal, never
overlapping ceca, from leve·l of intestinal b1t·urcat1on to middle of
testes.
Differs from all previous speces in the position of the
genital pore and the cirrus sac and the greater length of the
intestinal ceca. Differs from Q.111sh1i and Q.gangeticus in the
extent of the vitellaria also.
ca.net.dro~ous

Host: Clupea 111sha, a (f'resh water) fish of India.

Vi,:. L 0. rlupii.
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Orientophorus gangeticus Srivastava , 1935

Body thick,ovoid, with broadly rounded ebds, spinose to
ovary. Size 1.34 to l.65 by 0.79 to 0.97. Suckers spherical
equal 1n size. Oral sucker 0.17 to 0.18 mm. acetabulum 0.17 to
0.2 mm, close behind anterior third. Pharynx large pyr1form,
0.11 to 0.15 by 0.08 to 0.12 mm. Esophagus 0.16 to 0.18 mm. long.
Ceca terminating in front of posterior body third. Genital
atrium small, halfway between intestinal bifurcation and
ventral sucker.
Testes compact,massive, 0.2 to 0.34 by
0.12 to 0.2 mm, situated asymmetrically, one on each side,
1n the intercecal space; left testis slightly larger and
cephalad at times overilpping cecum. Uirrue sac large,
0.36 to 0.4 by 0.17 to 0.2 mm., ne ~rly twice as long as broad,
from genital atrium to anterior border of ovary. Seminal
vesicle S-shaped, pars prostatica straight tubular, cirrus
knob-like. Ovary deeply lobed, slightly to left ll Bide close
behind cirrus sac. Shell gland dorsal to ovary; Laurer'a
canal present; seminal receptacle lacking. Uterine sem.rec.
present.; metraterm feebly muscular. Eggs 16 to 25 by 12 µ.
Vltellaria folliclula r ,lateral, extraeecal, from posterior
end of esophagus to blind ends of ceca.
D1frers from O.brevichrus in extent of v1tellar1a, 1n
position of genital pore, and in size of organs.
,aV\cac:ho~ou~

Host: Ulupea 111sha, a (frshwater) fish of India.
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Fellod1stom1nae
FAIJSTUL.n
t~l$Utl (s"""U,TAVR1 ,,,s) '(11MA~UTI, ,,si
0r1entophorus 111 sh11 Srivastava, 1935

Color deep brown; body plump, taperin~ poster~orly; uniformly spinoae,
spines minute, directed back; mature specimens measure 0.7~-1.04 long and
0.0 2-0.71 acros s the level 01' testes. Unicellular glands present as in
other species. Suckers well developed; oral sucker terminal, broao er than
long, o.1-o.12xo.12-0.l4 in size; acetabulum spherical, 0.14-0.1:> in diameter, situated Just behind fi r st third body length; prepharynx very small;
pharynx oval, elongated, o.11-o.13x0.0b7-0.007; esophagus absent; ceca
broad diverging out into a semicircle to enclose the genitalia and ending
blindly at about m1ddl ~ of ovary. Genital atrium small and shallow,
immediately behind bifurcation. Testes two ,regular, almost symmetrical,
one on each side of acetabulum, in the intercecal space partly overlapping intestinal ceca. G1rrus sac oval, 0.29 to 0.31 by 0.17 mm,
lying to the right of acetabulum between the latter and right testis,
extending posteriorly to level of hind margin of left testis; seminal
vesicle sinuous, pars proetatica and ejaculatory duct short,cirrua
small. Ovary deeply lobed, 0.17 to 0.2 by 0.19 mm.; Laurer's canal
present; sem. rec. absent. l/rlll'l###I Eggs oval, 20 by 12 µ/ V1tellar1a
follicdlar,lateral, partly overlapping ceca; extending from level of
anterior border of pharynx to that of anterior 9epse margin of ovary;
yolk reservoir large, triangular, median.
Differs from Q.gangetlcus and£· brevichrua in absence of
esophagus, extent of v1tellar1a, shape and s1se of bodj and cirrus sac.
Same host and locality.

Pig. :l. 0. ili1t!tii.
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Haplocladinae : Hody elongated, cylindricat with rounded
extremities ; cuticle spinose ; ventral sucker in the anterior region
of the middle third of the body and smaller than the oral sucker ;
prepharynx absent, pharynx well developed, and a long tubular
oesophagus present ; caeca extending upto the posterior region of
the body; testes oval, pos, acetabular, post ovarian and intercaecal,
oblique or tandem in position ; anterior testis smaller than posterior;
genital pore is median immediately anterior to ventral sucker and
posterior to the uitestinal bifurcation ; cirrus sac long crescentic
organ lying on the !&ft side of the ventral sucker; ovary median in
position and anterior to rcceptaculum seminis ; receptaculum seminis
and Laurer's canal present ; vitelliae glands consis, of small aggrega•
tions, one lying anterior to intestinal bifurcation on the sides of the
oesophagus and the other extending from the posterior region of the
ventral sucker upto the binder end of the posterior trsli~ . uterus well
developed; eggs numerous~ excretory bladder Y-shjped with a long
· S-~haped median stem and short cornua. Parasites of Ire h-water fisb~s.
Type specics-Gauhatiana batrachii n. sp.,

or

· Nine specimen,
this worm were collected from the intestine
a fresh-water flab, ClariaJ batracluu (Linn.) from the river
Brahamputra at Gaubati (Assam) in the month f February 1952.
Out of these parasites, ooe was immature and t-he rest were fully
matured. The panaites, do not appear to be common, as out of fiv.!
dozen fishes examined only one was infected with these worms.

or

The body h elongated and cylindrical, with rounded anterior and
posterior ends. The cuticle it covered with hact'wardly directed s:,ines.
The length of the worm varies from 0.81-1 \2 mm. and the maximum
breadth is from 0.35-0.5 mm. in the region of the ventr3I sucker. The
region of the greatest breadth varie• in different specimens from the
ventral sucker upto . little in front of the anterior testis, but in most cases
the area of maximum breJdth fs some distance behind the ventral
sucker. The tvJW" ...~imcn me tllf't'I 1.45 mm. in l~ngth by 0.49 mm.
in maximum breadth .

•

The oral sucker is 1ub-1 rm, al and oval in hape. It mearnres 0. I 25
mm. in lcn,th bv 0. 2 mm. in rcadth. The vcn1ral uckcr 1s smaller than
oral sucker anJ mea ure 0. 12 mm. in len,ztb hy 0 . 1)(> mm in bre1dth It
is r.ituated at a distao~e of 0.S I m. from the an1erior region of the body
aprro"<imately io th~ an l'n r rc-gion of the mt.d dle third of the bndy.

I

The mouth is an oval aperture at tho anterior end of the oral
sacker and opens into a muscular oval pharynx, 0.1 mm. in length by
0.09 mm. in bre1dth. The pharynx opcm into a 1001 tubular
oesophagus, about 0.185 mm. in Jenath by 0.06 mm. in breadth.
It divides into two in teatioal caeca in front of the WDtral 1ucker and
extends upto the posterior end or the body.
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Fia. 7. Gauhationa batrochil n. &,, n. ap .• Ventral ICW.
Fia. 8. Gaultati.1,., #.at,athii n. g .• n. ap., Dorul vie~ .
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Excrelory vc i..lc ,
• hared. with I ,ng item and short lateral
branches. The ~tern I) ~1gruu1 111 1
d extends uplo the anterior
end of the anterior testis where it UlVllJ'- ' l I 'WO abort cornua. The
excretory pore lies on the dorsal aide at the po,tc11 r ull ,,f lhc body.

1

The genital pore ii ~ a , immediately anterior to die ventral
aucker and posterior to tho inteatinal bifurcation at a distance of
0.46 mm. from the anterior Nd ol tbe body.
The two oval teatee are latercaecal la poaltioa and lie one behind the
other po1terior to ovary in tho middle oftbe patterlor balr or tho body.
The anterior testis lies a litti. to tbe Ill\ of tbe median line at a
distance of 0. 92 mm. from tbe aaterior end or tbe body. It measures
0.12 mm. in °length by 0.16 m111- in breadth. Tbe posterior teati1 is
larger than the anteriot tostia and meuuret 0.13 mm. in length by
0.16 mm. in breadth. It i11ituated at a di1tanco of 1.08 mm. from tho
anterior end of the body. In some caaea tbe tett• aro clON to each
other. The cirrus sac ii a long croscontic orpn lyin1 on the lcfl aide of
the ventral sucker. It ii narrow In front and broad poateriorly and
mea1ure1 0.4 mm. in length by 0.1 mm. in breadth io the region of
the ve~ jcula seminali1. It extend, from tho pa ital pore to the anterior
end of the ovary. The vesicula seminalis is cylindrical io form and lies in
the posterior region oftbecirrua sac. It meuurot O.IBS mm. io length by
0.06 mm. in breadth. It open• into a tubular part pro,uatica, measuring
0.055 mm. in length by 0.03 ~m. in breadth. 'Ibo pan prostatica is continu•
ed into a short narrow ejaculatory duct about 0.04 mm. an length, which
joins the terminal part of the uterus to form a imall genital sinus which
opens in the median line close in froot of the ventral aucker. _B oth the
genital sac and the ventral sucker tie in a small depression ·o n the
ventral surface of tho body. A larao number of unicellular prostate
gland ceUs open into the pars prostatica and fill up the entire apace in
the cirrus sac round tbo ,eminal vesicle aod ·the pars prostatica.
The ovary is an oval oraan lying medially in the middle of the body
behind the ventral sucker. It measure1 0.09 mm. in length by 0.145 mm.
in breadth and lies at a distance of 0.72 mm. from the anterior end of the
body. From its posterior aide arise• the oviduct which opens at the ootypc.
The reccptaculum semini• ia uc-like and lie• posterior to ovary ,
close to anterior teatis. It it transversely elon1ated and measures
.0.19 mm. in length by O 09 mm. in breadt . A Lauree's canal is
present. The vitelline glands con1i1t of small follicles lying into two
distinct aggregations. The anterior follicle• lie on each side of the

' , • \\:~~1; ":•'" ••
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Gauhat1ana batrachi Gupta,1953

(continued)

l7
uc ophagus just anterior w the inte unal bit urcation. The posterior
por&ion of the follicles lie ., n tl1c lateral aides of the body covering the
intestinal caeca and extending from behind the ventral sucker to the
posterior region of the h10J te tis. The l wo traosvcrac v1telline ducts

o rn front of the anterior teati, anJ Join each other to form a common
uct which opens at the ootype. A large number. of oval unicellular
eblis' (shell) glands each with a large nucleus surround the ootype.
be uterus arises from the left posterior side of tbe ootype and
n i1ts of transversely coiled descending and ascending limbs filling up
arly the whole space behind the o~ary . The ascending limb extends
forward on the left side of the ventral sucker to open into the commnn
auacular genital sac.
r

The eggs are oval in shape and provided with light brown
II. They orea1url! 0.02·0.028 mm. in length by 0.009-0.012 mm. in
"'1th.

Discussion.-The new form in the structure and the extent of the
·retory bladder shows relationship to the family OpisthorcL11dae
raun, 1901, but in the
·1 c uf a muscular cirrus sac, in the structure
and the positioD ,., 1bc l[enital organ11, and in the coiling of uterus,
it closely resembles the members of the famity Pellodistocnatidae
bncr, 1911. Among the members of the family. Fellodistoudac, it cloacly rcaembles the genus Proclot•c,·1 of the sub.family
•plocladinae Odhner, 1911, in the position of ~enital organs
J in the position of the cirrus sac on the side of the ventral sucker
it di ffera, however, from 1t , 1 !,e structure 0f ,1-- ~ 1,;retory bladder
h is Y-shaped and with a sigmoid meJ, •; item, 10 the position of
acretory pore which Ii~• on the dona! 11de at the posterior end, in
o atructurc uf.the c, ru •~ in which the vc H;ula scminalis and the
para proatati a re ru b· r. in the posscssi,)o of a muscular genital
sinus in front of the ventral sucker. Ii rt, poa~ession of a large receptaculum seminis and in the distribution of vllc l. 1111;: ! nds. These differences
are sufficient to create a new genus Gauhatiana for their rc..:~ptlon.
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Gymnotergestia n.g ..&

~bit

D iagnosis: Fellodistomatidae. Distomes
with elongated body; cuticle unarmed, annulated, especially in forebody. Oral sucker
cup-shaped, without lobes. Prepharynx absent; pharynx elongated, conical; ceca long.
Testes 2, diagonal or tandem; cirrus sac
well-developed, at level of acetabulum; external seminal vesicle absent. Ovary pretesticular; true seminal receptacle absent; uterus
voluminous, extending posterior to gonads;
metraterm muscular. Vitelline follicles numerous, in lateral fields posterior to acetabuum. Genital pore median, anterior to acetabulum. Excretory vesicle Y-shaped. Parasites in intestine of marine fishes.
Type and only species:

Gymnotergestia. ~haetodipteri

n.g., ~~~o.s g ~a.bl~,
Figures 5 and 6
(q"c{
Host: Chaetodipterus fabe,r (J).
Site: lower intestine.
Holotype: U.S.N.M. 60254.
Description based on 3 specimens. Body
slender, 1.66-4.28 long, 0.380-0.567 wide at
level of acetabulum. Cuticular rings of forebody giving lateral margins a serrated appearance. Oral sucker 0.140-0.187 long,
0.200-0.280 wide; ventral sucker 0.320-0.440
long, 0.247-0.340 wide, with longitudinal
aperture; sucker ratio 1: 1.67. Hindbody
2-3 times length of forebody. Pharynx
0.300-0.413 long, 0.123-0.173 in greatest
width; esophagus short; ceca extending to
posterior end of body. Testes 2, diagonal or
tandem, 0.173-0.286 long, 0.140-0.173 wide,
separated by uterine coils; posttesticular
space one-half as long to equal length of
forebody. Cirrus sac large, to left of ventral
sucker, containing saccular seminal vesicle,
large pars prostatica and long folded cirrus.
Ovary entire, pretesticular, 0.126-0.186 long,
0.106-0.133 wide, separated from anterior
testis by uterine coils. Uterine seminal receptacle present; uterus voluminous, oca1pying most of hindbody; metraterm half as
long as cirrus sac, muscular. Genital atrium
small; genital pore median, a short distance
anterior to ventral sucker. Eggs thick-shelled,
30-36 by 20-25 µ,. Vitelline follicles in lateral fields between acetabulum and posterior
testis. Excretory vesicle bifurcating at ovarian level, its arms extending to sides of
pharynx to receive main collecting tubules.
The larva of this species probably is similar to Cercaria caribbea XL which Cable
( 1956b) described from Puerto Rico. It
has the elongated pharynx characteristic of
Gymnotergestia chaetodipteri and lacks the
oral lobes that are known to be developed
in at least some cercariae of the genus T ergestia.
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Heterorchis protopteri, ~ - (l!'igs. 1, 2, 3, 4 awl ,j),
DESCRIPTIO.X: Body oval, taperi11g gracluully at both en<ls; 1.::12 to 3.31
long; 0.67 to 1.15 broad at widest puint in rPgion of ventral sucker. Anterior
body surface, up to level of ventral sucker, armed with small, bac:kwardly
directed spines. Oral sucker; tenniual; weakly muscular; 0.16 by 0.22 to
0.31 by 0.38. Ventral sucker in anterior bnlf of bo<ly; separated from oral
sucker by distance slightly greater than diameter of oral suc·ker; ahuo-;t
spherical; 0.38 by 0.38 to 0.66 by 0.59; approximately twice as large as oral
sucker; ratio of oral to ventral sucker l :1.85 to 1 :2.00. Musculature of body
of usual trematode type, extrinsic muscles poorly developed; mesenchymt•
cells large and vacuolated. Oral opening ventrally situated on posterior quarter of oral sucker; leading into a very short prepharynx; pharynx oval or
spherical; 0.12 to 0.17 long; 0.10 to 0.15 broad; surrounded by large glandular eells; oesophagus short, up to 0.08 long; gut caeca posterolaterally direeted; terminating at posterior level of excretory pore. Excretory pore doral; in posterior third of body; extending from middle of testes to posterior
level of gut caeca; excretory bladder conical in form; extending from a short "'·•·
,ctiatanee behind cirrus pouch to excretory pore; lined by large, vacuolated, •.c11
.columnar cells1 with well developed circular muscles ; two main excretory
cluets anterolaterally directed; lined with short, cuboidal cells ; lateral to
.terminal genital duct.-;!; turning posteriorly at level of pharynx. Genital pore
on left lateral margin; midway between oral and ventral sucker. Genital
airiu.m thin walled; elongated; lying a short distance in front of ventral
sucker; male and female ducts opening close together at base of atrium.
Testes compact; elongated; blunt at anterior end; more pointed posteriorly·;
almost equal in sue; left testis slightly smaller and more anterior than right
testis, which occurs behind ovary; 0.35 by 0.12 to 0.78 by 0.22; vasa efferentia
arising from antero-dorsal margin of testes, uniting in median line to form
short vas~deferens. Cirrus sac large; muscular; extending from anterior level
ot excretory bladder to genital atrium; basal portion with bipartite vesicula
aeminalis; middle portion with inconspicuous pars prostatica which is lined
inside with cuboidal cells; narrow terminal region with a long, looped, unarmed, ejaculatory duet; cirrus pouch with loosely pac>ked, large, prostatic
cells posteriorly, up to the level of pars prostatica and more tightly packed,
smaller, deeply staining cells anteriorly; vesicula seminal is, pars prostatica
and ejaculatory duct with well developed longitudinal musdes. Ovary;
de_xtral; hehind ventral sucker; roughly oval or piriform; C'Ompact or lohate;
0.'19 by 0.15 to 0.41 by 0.30. Oviduct short, arising dorsally from middle
portion of ovary; directed inwardly to form the oot:vpe near ovar~·; Mehlis's
gland surrounding ootype, well developPn. Rec·ept:H'nlum sPminis large;
behind ootype; connected hy seminal duc-t to ootypr; seinimtl rlnl't with
swelling dorsally from whieh a short, sinuous Laur<'r's canal arisrs to open
dorsally in median field. Uterus, enwrging Yentrally fron1 oot)'JW, proeet>ds
posteriorly beneath median yolk <ln('t; des<'1'n<ling arnl asr1'nding- limhs of
uterus fill most of post-ovarian spaee not oc·c·upiPd by testPs and Yitelline
glanns. 1\fetraterm lying parallel and to left of l'irrus potwh; almost Pqual
to it in length; rircular musrlrs partic>uhn·ly wt>ll drveloprd; <·n \'it.,· linrd
by sec>retion of glandular cells. Eggs oval; oprrC"ulate; 0.02;") long; 0.012fi
broad. Vitelline follicles numprous; lobed; laterally situated ancl overlapping
gut caeca; extending from posterior third of ventral suC'krr to po:-tPrior levt>l
of testPs; transverse volk dn('t at ovarian level; eularg-inir to left of re1·Pptac·u hun seminis to ·form median duct which entrr.;; oviduc-t shortl~· h<'fore
formation of ootypP.

HosT: Protopterus amiectens ( Owen, 1839).
LocATION IN HOST: intestine.
LocALITY: Avedove lagoon, Sogankope, near Volta estuary.
TYPES: Holotype in British Museum (Natural History) London.
D1scussroN: The genus Heterorchis, erected by Baylis 1915, to include
H. crumenifer, was placed by him in the family Lepodermatidae Odhner,
1911. Dollfus (1950) is of the opinion that Baylis may be correct in allocating it to this family but has reserved his decision on the systematic position
of Heterorchis, pending the discovery of the cercaria. Travassos (1929), on
the other hand, placed Heterorchis in the subfamily Reniferinae Pratt and
Dollfus (1950) has pointed out that if this view is correct it must be included
in the family Reniferidae. Yamaguti (1954) places the genus Heterorchil in
the family Fellodistomidae.
H. crumenifer, the only species of Heterorchis previously described, has
been recorded from Lake Victoria, Uganda (Baylis, 1915), from the
Cameroons and the Belgian Congo (Dollfus, 1950). According to Bay)ia
(1915) the host fish for his specimens was Protopterus aethiopicus Heckel
but later be (Baylis, 1934) stated that an error had been made in identification and that the true host was Olarias mossambicus or an allied speeiea.
Dollfus (1950) has, however, questioned this correction in view of the faet
that all subsequent records of H. ct'umenifer have been from Protopteftll
species.
H. protopteri is distinguished from H. crumeni.fer by the possession of
a marginal genital pore, a relatively larger ventral sucker, two testes which
are nearly equal in size and pointed posteriorly, comparatively small eggs and
a receptaculum seminis and transverse vitelline duct situated at mid-ovarian
level. In H. crumenifer the genital pore is not marginal, the ratio of oral
to ventral sucker varies from 1 :1 to 1 :1.5, the testes are sausage shaped, the
right being appreciably larger than the left, the receptaculum seminis and
associated structures are postovarian and the eggs are 0.04 in length. The
eggs of the specimens examined by Dollfus (1950) were smaller, measuring
0.03 in length, but are appreciably larger than the eggs of H. protoptef'i,
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Fellod 1stomat1dae
Heterorchia senegalensis ~
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28 «>xemplair,·~ -1,22 a,lultcs tt (j i1umaturi>s 1 rccoltl's dani- l'iutestin 1l'un Poisson Lepidosirenidal' : Prolopterus mutPrtens Owi>n, 1~:JD, capf\11•1> daus les environs de Dakar iSi·111;gn]) le 1.0 noYemhrr• Hlfi9.
:Mis en Mll,•rtion au Jahoratoirl' d'l l1·lmiulhnlogii> <lu Luuoratoil'P National
de Rechrreh,•s' \;,:lft·iuaires <le Dakar sous lt> num,:rn A 2:-,. Cinq ex1:mplair·es
adultes depo~e.s dans lf's Mllrclions <lit Musrmn 11ntional ,f Jli,1toir1• naturellc
de J>aris (Lth~n·atoirr de Zoologie, Yers) sous le 111unt1·11 7:Jli ~·'·
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lfig. ·I)

Dimensions rl11 spticime11 h1,lotyp,' :
Lon!{ueur t,1tale ........... . . .. . . ... .. ..... ..... .. .
Largeur 1naxi1nal~............ .. . . - ......... , .... .
(Les dimensions des exemplail'eS Sl'XIH: llelllPlll. ·m,:irs
ment : 1100 a 1250/~00 a '1l30 µ)
Ventouse orale ......... ·.......... . . ..... . .
Ventousc ventrale ................ ....... . ..... .
vt'lntousc ven1 r11lc
Rapport -·~e~to~s-eo;ulc .................. . . .

1200 :.1

',RO fl·
Ill'

Pharynx ........... <.i • • • • • • • • . • . - . • • • • • • • • • • • , , •
Crecums gauche ......... , ... . ........ , ...... , .. , .
droit ............... , • • • • • · • · · · · · •·· · · · · · ·
Ovaire ..... -· ............... , ................... ·
Te11trcuies gau_che ......................•...... .' .• .
dt,01t ... •. , . •· ..... , . , . • · . ·. · . • , •, · , •, •

.1·

ffiuk •..•. ·........... _. ·.............•.. · ·. · .. , ~· · ·

•'\'.trit•nt

ffllC

tre11 faihlf'-

1!t0/160 µ
225/275 (.L

1.11

a 1,7

100 µ
775 µ
700 µ
75/'125 µ
60/210 µ
75/160 (J.

10 a 15/20 -a 30 µ

Corps ova le, allonge, largeur maximale au milic~' du , corp11; cxtremite anterieure
regulierement arrondie, ext1·emite .posterie,11'6 sacciforme, deformee par !'uterus gontle
d'amf11. Cuticule fin.emeJl$ spinulce ~ur -~ _pt~ la surface_du corps~ !'exception de l'e..,ctremi.te posterielll'e. V~ntouse orale c1rcufaJl'l'~ sub-termmale et & ouvrant vent:ralement.
Ventouse vcntrale egalement circulaire, a ouvcrture trill large, situee entierement
dans la moitie anterieu1·e du corps M distante de la vcn'touse orate d'une longueur
approximativcment egale a la moitie ~e sa plus grande . di.menaiofl.
Dianletre de la ventouse vcutrale 1mperieur de prell du double a celui de la ventouae
oralt•. Rapport ventouse vcntrale/v('nt.ouse orale cga,l if 1,6-1,7.
A.ppareil digesti(. Prcph.irynx court, ~harynx globuleux, tres musculaire, entoure
,ii> rellules glaudulaires uombrcuses (" sali-\:at-y glands ~, BAY-Lrs,- 1915). <Esophage
pratiquemcnt inexistant.. Deux Cll'CIIIDS diriges d'ahord transverdale,:nent puis postericure1\lrt11. SC terminant 8 200 !l de l'l'Xlrcmite post~rieure, non ioil'l: ~a· po~·excreteur .
.,.lppareil rxcretet'!'. Pore excreteur dorsal, a 160 µ de l'·e xtremit(> posterieure du corps;
vcssie sacciformc volumincuse, haute _jnsqu'iw niveuu fie l'acetahulum, doux hranchea
laterales atleignent aut.erieurement la ri1gion phar_\;ngiennc.
A.ppareil genital
Femelle. Ovaire bilohc, ~itue dorsaleuwnt tlu cote <lroit, juste t•n arr1crc de fac,•tabulum. Glande de Mehlis compacte, bicn developpee. Rt'·ceptacle seminal et canal
de Laure,· non ob11ervcs du fail de !'invasion de la region ovarienne par l'utcrus. Branches uterines nombreuses, ascendant,•s et descendantes, oecupanL dans la moitie po,te1-il'ure rlu corps tout le volume laisse libre par l'ovairc, les testi:cules, lea vitellogenes,
les crecums digestifs <'L la vessie. Yagin a parois musculaires, remontant parallelement
a la poche du cirre, a sa gauche ; pore g,:nital marginal s'ouvrant sur le cote gauche
daus u11 atrium genital ou aLoutit cgakment le cil'l'c et situe a mi-distance des centres
des deux ventouses. ffiufs cllipsoides tl'eS nomlircux, petits, a coqu<' fine, brunatrcs.
FoHicules vitellngencs nombrl'ux, plurilobes, siturs Iateralement ti<' part ct d'autre
des ca,curm1 et s'etendant du nivcau du milieu du eorps, en arriere de l'acetabulum,
jusqu'a proximi1e de la terminaison rll's c~cums intestinaux.
l\,fale. Deux testicul~s allohges II en saucissc » situes lateralement, dans l'axe des
crecums digestifs, l'un a droite dans le prolongement de l'ovaire qu'il deborde legerement, l'autr.- a gauche plus grand et en situation posterieure par rapport au te1ttieule
droit. Pocht· du rirre longuc de 450 µ, allongec ct etroite, situee dansJ'axe l~ogitudinal
du corps, ea base atteignaut en arrierc Ja'r,;gion ovarienne. Vesicufe seminale volumineust-, bipa.rtite. Cirre sinuenx, inermt•, dchouchant dans l'at.rium gi·nital, a proJS;imite
immediate ,lu pore g,\nital femelle.
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ppartient a la famillP- des Fellodistomtitidae (Nicoll, 1913)
Notre espec«- a
.
h
I
L • •
·11 d
Heterorchiinae Dollfus 1950). Elle se tattac e p us prc:c1se(sous•fam1 e eesHeterorchis defini ,par BAYLIS
'
1915 , p. 95)
(
•
•
men t a U genr
,
.1.
,
•
Le genre Heterorchis n'est actui>llement. representc:, a notre conn~esance,
que par trois especes :
·r•r Ba,·ti·s 191, cl11·z Prolopterns <UJthiopicus Heckel (PoiBBon, Lepi1) H. crumeni,..
• •
·• · .
.
. (- n· _
.
"d )
.. ganda E.,.alement s1gnalee au Cameroon par DoLuus, 1929 is
,iosll'em ae , en· Li ci·es • inquirenda
"' •
•
, "9.(1)
») pt au Copgo
ex-be l gf' (D01.1.FUS,
1 a
c h ez P ro tomn protoptert « spe ·
topterus annectens.
·
·
'>) H. protopteri Thomas, 1958, chez PratapleriU anruclens (Owen, 1839), au Ghana .•
;) H. gharlt'nsi-Y Fischthal et Thomas, 1968, che~ Hyperoliua nitidulu., Pet.en (Amphibien, Racophoridae), au Ghana.

Les mensurations et la .dis~ition . respectiv,-e des glanci.e1 g~~h~l~ . ff, eea
troi.s differentes eap~• ...-. ceUes. de
s~nt Npment~~- fPU.!J ,
forme d'un tableau ,f'.Ornp81'8ti(, (t,.,bl~ (}t·' :, .,.
~-. ·' · ·,: · •~; ' '.,• ,- •
TABLF.:Al! ' I. Tableau ' comparatif des oimensJOn~ des_ q~e .llflterorchu

nr~-J.remat~,

JI . crwn,,,,ifer

Especes

Daylis, J!tlS.

'.,,. .. ~.-, .

I

Protopteru.s
tiethiopicus
••••••
1

- -

11. ghanen.,is
Fi9cbthal et

!

liganda

---•·--- l - ---·

'Fhomaa, 1968

II. Sp,

Protopterris

Hyperoliua

.Prot.opkrw

annecten:1

nitidulus

anMctem

Ghana

Senegal

1250/1100 µ

Longueurs ...... !

3000 µ

1::120/33-10 µ

Largeurs ..... .

l000 µ

070/1150µ

7901',

160/220 µ.
:310/;!80 !.L

201 /225 µ

·-. ----·~--1 ·-·--· -

v,.ntouse

1

-1-·
oralc 'i

(v. o.) .. . ... . . ,
vc11- I
Lrale (v. v.) ... 1

.j:-,o/ 7-J.O 1-1·

I

-

\'; ntouse

.

.

v.

v.

I

- - - -- ·- :
Tt>sticu.Jes :
I
gauc t1c .••. 1I
~1'()~~ -~----·-: ·.: [ _

:l80/380 !L
li!ill/590 µ.

1 ,'t-1,5

350/200 µ

H0/160 t.t.
225/275 µ

·· 1·-·--· --·---

I

,--

I

Rapport --- . .
v. 0. I

Ov~i1~~-~ ~- ... ·:

H. ~negakturia

II. fJrotopteri
Thomu, 1:}58

- -. - --- i

- __,;..;._.,.-- -

I

2-1,7
2-1,;i

1,6-1,7

1,7-1,3

I

, _ _ _ __

! - -;9~~~- 1~

I

·-1---------

----

--··---

135/275 iJ-

75/125 fl-

100/'1 60

60/21~•
fA.
/

1..

l
r. ()0
,l

µ

850 µ.

350/120 µ

IJ.

r

_:1 ____ 780/22~ J.L_ _ i--~~~-1-~-~ --

7516011

Disposition, · -des ! testicule gaucl1e l t~stieulc gauchc . les1icule gauche tcsticule gauehe
testicuh:s .. ··, . [
anterieur
anteriem·
'
ant<-rieur
! p~sterieur

<£",; ,;

>:· .

J

,0;;, o ,,.

- ~ \..

12.s12s ,,.

I-,;:; ,;/19.25 ; -1 10-1 s_:::o •

II appai-ait aimi que notrl' Trema loJe flt' peut etre rattac-~~·-a aucune des
,
trois esperes precitees.
En cfTet, II. crumenifer differ,~ de notre espece par des dimensions bien superieuI:es du corps, des ventouses (rapport egal a 1,4 · - 1,5), des glandes genitalea
et des ceufs. Le testicule gauche est plus petit que le d1·oit, de pres de la _m oitie,
et il est situe tres anterieurement.
H. protoptori est egalement une espece . plus grande que 111 notte (rapport
des ventouses variant de 1,7 a 2), avec des glandes genitales plus volumineuses.
deux testicul,,s de dimensions sensihlement egales, le testicule gauche etant
anterieur par rapport au testicule droit.
.
II. ghanensia, hien que decrite chez un Amphibien, presente des caracteres
specifiques tres voisins de ooox des a.utres·eapeccs du genre. Elle difftre de nom.Trematode par des diDM,N1aions plus ·_pnde9, · ua rapport de ~~s
1,3 - 1,7, des glandes genitales plus volumineuises et un testicule gauche cgalement en position anterieure.

_e~7~

En conclusion notre espec-e se- rlifferencie des trois lleterorch1~~ deja derrits
par des dimensiom plus reduites et surtout par la disposition <le ses tl'stirules,
le testicule gauche etant toujours posterieur cht>z tons les exemplaires que nous
avons examines, alur-s quc chrz les autres 1·speees ii est toujours nettemt'nt
anterieur.
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FELLODISTOMATIDAE
Hypertrema ambovatum n. gen., n. sp.
(Figs. 1-4)

fv.!a.nter, 1950

Host: Simenchelys parasiticus Gill; from 600 fathoms.
Location: intestine.
Locality: Kaikoura, N.Z.

Type Specimens: Holotype and paralt ype depo'sited in U.S. Nat. Mus.
Helminth. Coll.

gp

Description: (Measuremenls in mms .. based on six specimens selected for
range of variation): Body smoolh. plump, rounded at each end but somewhat
more pointed anteriorly. Length 2. 185 to 3.857; width 1 .'.311 to 3. 135. Oral sucker
0.254 to 0 .403; acetabulum about t/3 body leng th from anterior end. 0.381 to
0.717; sucker ratio 1: 1.5 to 1.77, usually about t: 1.5. Forebody 0.777 lo 1.018.
P~epharynx very short or lacking; pharynx 0.134 lo 0.24'.3 lon g by 0.127 to 0.201
w1de; esophagus about same length as pharynx; ceca extending diagonally
outward then bowing inward, ending near midacetabular level, pretesticular or
sli~htly overlapping testes ventrally {up to 1/4 length of testis). Excretory
ve_s1cle Y-~haped: excretory ~ore lerminal; median stem of vesicle forking near
m1dbody, 1mmedzately postenor to ovary; crura extending to level of pharynx.
Testes large, lateral, far apart. symmetrical, near midbody. smooth. rounded
or kidney-shaped. Cirrus sac large, almost horizontal. curved around anterior
edge of acetabulum, filling space between acetabulum and ceca. Seminal vesicle
bip~rtite. posterior portion subspherical. -anterior part more elongate. Pars prostalrca swollen to form an ovoid prostatic vesicle surrounded by large prostatic
cells; cirrus short, opening from the anterior into a spacious genital atrium.
Genital pore immediately to left of acelabulum at midacetabular level. Genital
atrium with folded walls, with a posterior, cuplike depression containing a
large papilla or lobe (Fii;!. "1).
Ovary consisting of three rounded distinctly separate parts; actually thn
ovaries connected only by slender ducts; immediately postacetabular, to right ,
midline, usually partly overlapping acetabulum; seminal receptacle Iackin1
Laurer' s canal well developed, thick-walled, coiled; it sometimes contains yo! ·
cells and droplets of shell material. Uterus filling most of hindbody, enterin
anterior side of atrium; eggs about 40 to 48 by 22 to 24 microns; of peculia
form (Fig. 4); provided with two shells, both yellowish in color; outer she!
appears to originate as a stalk-like outgrowth at the anopercular pole, whid
bends forward to form a flange along the side of the egg; the flange is retainec
on the outside of the outer shell which becomes more or less separated from th<..
inner shell except at the opercular end where the two shells fuse. Probably all
eggs are of this type although the double-shelled condition is not discernible if
the eggs are much collapsed or if viewed from a certain angle; at least most
eggs in every specimen show the longit-udinal flange and the double shell.
Vitellaria between pharynx and testes, contiguous medianly. mostly lateral to
ceca.
DISCUSSION

In most respects this trematode is a typical fe!Iodistomid. It is most like
the genus Rhodotrema Odhner, 1911 which Yamaguti ( 1958) considers a subgenus of Steringotrema. The terminal genital ducts are much like those of
Rhodotrema ovacutum including the spacious genital atrium vvith folded walls
and the curious papilla-filled pit. labeled "*" by Odhner. This knob-like lobe
suggests the gonotyl of heterophyids. Hypertrema differs from Rhodotrema in its
three ovaries, double-shelled eggs. vitellaria contiguous anterior to the acetabulum.
and genital pore lo left of the acetabulum. Also. the excretory vesicle has a long
median stern rather than being almost V-shaped as in Rhodotrema. Benthotrema
Manter. 1934 is also a related genus, agreeing with Hypertrema in excretory
vesicle. location of the cirrus sac. and contiguous vitellaria. It differs in its preacetabular genital pore and unlobed ovary. The double-shelled eqgs of H-vpertrema are not hitherto described for any trematode. Deep sea fellodistomids do
have other unusual eggs, a s the spiny eggs of Benthotrema, the posterior process
on the egg of Megenteron or Lissoloma. The unusual shape of the egg of S.
ovacutum as illustrated bv Lebour ( 1908) may not be abnormal as suggested
by Odhner.
The nam e Hypertrema is based on t·he fact the trematode is actually a
h,yperparasite since the host. Simenchelys, is a parasitic fish (it eats out cavities
in the muscles and other organs of larger teleosls much. as does the hagfish to
which, however, it is unrelatPd). The name ambovatum 1s from ambon: crest or
ridge. referring lo the flange on the egg. and ova: eggs.
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Family Fellodistomidae
Hyperfrema ambovatum Manter, 1960
(Figs. 1-4)

Supplement to original description based on 11
mounted and 1 sectioned specimen. Body 1,938 to
3,503 long by 1,614 to 2,840 wide with maximum
width at or near midbody. Numerous eosinophilic,
possibly adhesive, gland cells near tegumental
margins, most dense ventrally. Oral sucker 256
to 402 long by 316 to 436 wide. Acetabulum,
usually withdrawn into middle of body, 436 to
731 long by 477 to 731 wide. Sucker-width ratio
1: 1.5 to 2.0. Forebody 24 to 38% of body length.
Pharynx 128 to 209 long by 102 to 155 wide.
Prepharynx shorter than ½ width of pharynx.
Ceca occasionally extending beyond acetabulum to
midtesticular level. Testes near midbody, partially
or entirely lateral, smooth, of various shapes such
as pyriform, reniform, and sausage-shaped, curved,
straight, or folded; right testis 339 to 938 long by
316 to 511 wide; left testis 339 to 800 by 345 to
963. Cirrus sac ( Fig. 1) often constricted near
middle; distal portion bulbous, containing ejaculatory duct, prostatic duct, distal portion of tripartite
seminal vesicle, and numerous narrow, elongated,
small-nucleated prostatic cells; proximal portion
usually distinct unless swollen with sperm, containing globular or elongated proximal and elongated middle portions of seminal vesicle and few,
if any, prostatic cells. Ovaries 3, subspherical,
largest in each worm 293 to 356 long by 189 to
304 wide, with short oviducts joining to form
short common duct. Mehlis' gland conspicuous,
surrounding proximal portions of Laurer' s canal,
uterus, vitelline ducts, and occasionally oviduct;
smaller additional glandular cells surrounding
Laurer's canal. Seminal receptacle lacking, proximal portion of uterus acting as uterine seminal
receptacle. Vitelline follicles either lateral to or
surrounding ceca, occasionally extending into
pharyngeal level and beyond testicular level. Geni-•
tal atrium sinistral, at acetabular level, thick-walled,
a continuation of muscular lining of cirrus sac,
controlled by numerous dorsoventral and diagonal
muscle fibers, containing large muscular papilla
directed laterally to anteriorly; uterus entering
laterally by short metrater:n. Eggs with outer
shell 26 to 59 long by 16 to 29 wide, inner shell
up to 47 long.
Host Synaphobranchus oregoni.
Sites: Stomach and intes:ine
Intensity: 1 to 12 per infected host.

- <"on+ d.-

Fellodisliomi d- e
Incidence and localities: 6 of 14 at lat 19°00.3'
N, long 95°11.l' W in 1,097 to 1,134 m; 1 of 8
at lat 29°10.5' N, long 87°16' W in 914 m ( Gulf
of i,1exico).
Specim en deposited: USNM Helm. Coll. No.
72846.
DISCUSSION
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The only other description (Manter, 1960)
\,'·
of this fellodistomid is brief and concerns
specimens recovered from Simenchelys parasiticus Gill collected near New Zealand. Preceding data complement Manter's, agreeing in
most respects with the original description and known. The trematode is presumably fairly
with whole mounts and sections from his col- host-specific, since it is known from the two
lection. Minor variations existed such as larger related hosts only. According to Robins and
testes and the lack of a constricted cirrus sac Robins ( 1970), "Simenchelys easily could be
with a conspicuous tripartite seminal vesicle in placed in the family Synaphobranchidae."
some worms from New Zealand.
Simenchelys parasiticus, as its specific name
The ceca in our specimens are unusual. One implies and a general text reports ( Marshall,
cecum of the sectioned individual possessed 1965), fastens itself to other fishes and chews
hypertrophied columnar epithelial cells ( Fig. out pieces of flesh. Nine of 12 individuals
2), some of which were vacuolated. The examined in this study contained food. Carelumen was filled wit!i soµie vacuolar material. ful analysis of stomach contents revealed
In contrast, the ep1thefrum----a- the opposite nothing but tissue of fishes with a scarcity of
cecum was cuboidal ( Fig. 3), producing a bones and scales. When whole fishes, which
more copious amount of the vacuolated ma- in conjunction with crustaceans constitute the
terial. Underlying the epithelium of both ceca typical diet in other synaphobranchids, are
was a thin lining of hyaline degeneration. The eaten, bones, scales, and eye lenses are comhomogeneous, glassy eosinophilic, cytoplasmic mon. Either the intermediate host is a fish, or
worm's diet. According to Gresson and
the presence of Hypertrema ambovatum acts
Threadgold ( 1959), the intestinal epithelium
as a good indicator of an as yet undetected
of Fasciola hepatica L. is elongated when food
food
item for S. parasiticus.
is absent. Harris and Cheng ( 1973) commented on increased lipid production in
starved trematodes and showed that lipid
droplets in projections of cecal epithelium
Fishes were slit and then fixed in 10%
increased dramatically in Leucochloridiomorpha formalin as soon as they were brought aboard
constantiae (Mueller, 1935) transferred from the vessel; however, trematodes could have
3 to 4 C to 22 to 25 C and examined at that moved to their cited location in the host before
temperature at intervals between 12 and 84 or during fixation. Trematodes removed from
hr. Histological methods such as we used preserved fishes and later transferred to AF A
would remove lipids, leaving vacuoles. Pre- included many favorable specimens that
sumably, because of the pathological changes, stained well with Van Cleave's hematoxylin.
a more complicated situation exists for our Two individuals were sectioned and stained
with Harris' hematoxylin and eosin, and all
specimens.
material was mounted in Permount. Figures,
Life history data on this worm remain unlayerconsisted of disjunct areas typically 6 to except those design.1ted otherwise, were drawn
12 p, wide by 2 p, deep. The ceca in our with the aid of a camera lucida. Measurements
whole mounts also contained hypertrophied
are given in microns.
epithelial cells, whereas those in a sectioned
specimen from S. parasiticus were "normal" in
height, but contained numerous vacuoles (Fig.
4). No hyaline degeneration occurred. Unusual in that specimen, however, was a discontinuous basal lamina with epithelial cells
often encroaching on the underlying parenchymal tissue ( Fig. 4). Worms from both
hosts produced numerous normal eggs, a finding which suggests the worms received proper
nutrients. The difference between specimens
from the two hosts, not considered by us as
an artifact or postmortem change, could be
dependent on the host, the worm, or the
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The next trematode has features of the family Monorchiidae but is
placed in the Fellodistomatidae because it agrees with members of that
family in every respect except in having a single testis _and because it lac~s
the highly developed metraterm and structure of the cirrus sac charactenstic of monorchiids. It thus is necessary to erect for the species a new genus
which is defined as follows:
Infundibulostomum n. g.

Siddiqi & Cable, 1960

Diagnosis: Fellodistomatidae. Distomes with spinose cuticle; eye-spot
pigment absent. Oral sucker funnel-shaped or pyriform. Prepbarynx short;
pharynx present; esophagus fairly long; intestinal bifurcation anterior to
ventral sucker; ceca not extending far into hindbody, with epithelial lining.
Genital pore median or submedian, immediately anterior to ventral
sucker. Cirrus sac arcuate, seminal vesicle bipartite, prostatic complex
well developed. Testis single, postovarian. Ovary smooth or irregular.
Seminal receptacle present. Vitellaria in two groups of follicles near
ovarian level. Uterus voluminous, metraterm simple. Eggs small.
Excretory vesicle V-shaped. Parasites of marine fishes. Type and only
species: Infundibulos tomum spina tum

,-' .

lnfundibulostomum spinatum n. g., n. sp.

(FIGURE

47)

Siddiqi & Cable, 1960

Description based on 11 specimens with characters of the genus. Body
elongate oval, broadly rounded anteriorly, more pointed posteriorly, 0.414
to 0.673 long, 0.213 to 0.293 wide. Oral sucker 0.112 to 0.123 by 0.112 to
0.149. Ventral sucker spherical, near midlevel of body, 0.054 to 0.063 in
diameter. Sucker ratio 1 : 048. Prepharynx short, pharynx subspherical,
0.029 to 0.034 in diameter; ceca simple, terminating at posterior level of
vitelline follicles. Cirrus sac large, broad, arching dorsolaterally from genital
pore, with base slightly overlapping posterior margin of ventral sucker or
not, and containing a massive prostatic complex and small saclike seminal
vesicle; some specimens with what appears to be a still smaller external
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seminal vesicle. Testis entire, median or submedian, just within posterior
half of body, 0.049 to 0.100 by 0.085 to 0.103. Ovary entire to irregular,
0.060 to 0.089 by 0.054 to 0.066, diagonally anterior to, and contiguous with
testis. Seminal receptacle small, dorsal, anterior to ovary. Vitelline follicles
large, in 2 lateral clusters in dorsal part of body at level of ovary and joined
by inconspicuous vitelline duct at or slightly anterior to level of ovary.
Laurer's canal not observed. Uterus occupies nearly all available space
posterior to gonads. Eggs very numerous, 0.020 to 0.023 by 0.010 to 0.014.
Excretory pore subterminal, without evident sphincter.
Host: H aemulon flavolineatum.
Site: intestine and stomach.
Locality: Mona Island, P. R.
Type specimen: Holotype No. 39336.

Infundibulostomum spinatum
Siddiqi and Cable, 1960
H_ost: Haemulon sciurus ( I of 6) *.
Site: Intestine.
Discussion: A single specimen differs
somewhat from the original description. It
measures 1.4 long and has a sucker ratio of
I: 0.3~. The seminal vesicle is indistinctly
b1part1te, without an observable external
seminal vesicle. 0 I).(!/',,.: f-1\./Zd t er6 'f
r
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Fellodistomatidae
lnfundibulostomum anisotremi n.sp.

.
""' &
Figure
7 /\~J,
-Cabl12,
Host: Anisotremus virginicus (J )'.
Site: intestine.
Holotype: U.S.N.M. 60255.
Description based on a single specimen.
Body ovoid, more broadly rounded anteriorly
than posteriorly, 0.767 long, 0.374 wide.
Cuticle spinose, spines extending to posterior level of testis. Eye-spot pigment absent. Oral sucker 0.078 long, 0.083 wide;
ventral sucker about equatorial, 0.063 long,
0.069 wide; sucker ratio 1 :0.71. Prepharynx
0.013 long; pharynx 0.040 long, 0.033 wide;
esophagus slightly shorter than pharynx;
ceca short, extending to near posterior level
of vitellaria. Testis somewhat irregular, submedian, 0.105 long, 0.159 wide; cirrus sac
arcuate, to left of ventral sucker, containing
large internal seminal vesicle and prostatic
complex; external seminal vesicle immediately posterior to ventral sucker. Ovary entire, to left of midline, at level of testis,
0.111 by 0.075; seminal receptacle median
to ovary; uterus filling posttesticular space,
extending anteriorly to form convolutions
on right side of body between testis and
level of intestinal bifurcation, metraterm
simple. Genital pore median, immediately
anterior to acetabulum. Eggs numerous, 1821 by 10-13 µ,. Vitellaria in 2 lateral clusters
of 6 or 7 follicles each, at level of acetabulum. Excretory vesicle not observed.
Infundibulostomum anisotremi, the second species in its genus, differs from I.
spinatum Siddiqi & Cable, 1960, in the
shape of the body, extent of spination, shape
and size of the oral sucker, and the sucker
ratio.
The systematic position of species assigned
to the genus Bacciger is confused by the ab-

l'H¥

sence of a distinct cirrus in B. harengulae
which led Yamaguti ( 1958) to assign that
genus to the family Cryptogonimidae. He
stated that a cirrus sac is absent because
Stossich did not show that structure in B.
bacciger even though both Nicoll (1914)
and Palombi (1934) clearly described a cirrus sac in species in Bacciger. We have
found a well-developed cirrus sac in a species from Opisthonema oglinum but it is
absent in another from Sardinella macrophthalmus. Evidently the two cannot be assigned to the same genus and therefore we
restrict to the genus Bacciger those species
having a cirrus sac and erect a new genus as
follows for those in which it is absent:
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Fellodistomidae

Kalipharynx ~ -

8e>£-1!iF-li!...
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Diagnose generica: Fellodistomidae; Heterorchiinae; com as
caracteristicas da familia e subfamilia. Corpo alongado. Tegumento espinhoso. Ventosa oral subterminal com musculatura fracamente desenvolvida. Faringe fortemente musculosa com projec;:oes digitiformes anteriores. Numerosas
celulas glandulares concentradas
· na metade anterior do corpo. Esofago curto. Cecos compridos. Acetabulo grande, maior do que a ventosa oral, pouco profundo e situado na metade anterior do corpo.
Testiculos p6s-acetabulares, p6sovarianos e diagonais. Bo Isa do
cirro longa e fina, contendo cirro,
celulas prostaticas e vesicuia seminal sacular. Poro genital ventrolateral, localizado entre as duas
ventosas. Receptaculo seminal e
glandula de Mehlis presentes.
Glandulas vitelinicas foliculares,
p6s-acetabulares e laterais. Otero
·com alc;as intercecais na metade
i::osterior do corpo. Ovos pequenos e numerosos. Poro excreter
terminal. Parasita de peixes.
Especie tipo: K. piramboae sp. n.
Kalipharynx gen. n. e incluido
na familia fellodistomidae Nicoll,
1913, por apresentar a maioria das
caracterf sticas deste grupo. 0 novo genero se distingue dos demais
generos desta familia por ter uma
faringe com musculatura fortemente desenvolvida e com projec;oes digitiformes anteriores. En·tre os generos de Fellodistomidae,
Kalipharynx mostra maior semelham;a com Heterorchis Baylis,
1915, dada a posic;ao das gonadas,
forma e posit;ao da bolsa do cirro
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e pela presenc;a de uma ventosa
oral com musculatura fracamente
desenvolvida. Alem da faringe,
Kalipharynx e Heterochis se distinguem pelos seguintes pontos:
1) 0 acetabulo de Kalipharynx
e de 2,3 a 2,6 vezes maior que a
ventosa oral, eriquanto nas especies do genera Heterorchis este
valor varia de 1 a 2 segundo Thomas (1958) e Fischthal e Thomas
(1968).

2) 0 poro excretor e pequeno e
terminal em Kalipharynx e e dorsal em Heterorchis.
3) 0 novo genero tern uma ve-

sicula seminal interna sacular e
nao bipartida coma em Heteror•
chis.

4l O genera aqui descrito e parasita de Lepidosiren paradoxa Fitzinger, 1837, peixe pulmonado que
ocorre somente na America do
Sul, enquanto Heterorchis apresenta apenas especies parasitas
de animais do continente africano
(duas especies de peixes pulmonados do genera Protopterus e
umrl especie de anfibio).
A faringe deste novo genero,
com suas projec;oes digitiformes
fortemente musculosas, parece estar relacionada com o fraco desenvolvimento da ventosa oral. Acredita-se que a faringe possa auxlliar na fixac;ao do helminto a mucosa intestinal do hospedeiro. E
possfvel que as celulas glandulares, que estao grandemente concentradas na porc;ao anterior do
corpo, tenham uma func;ao similar.
K. piramboae sp. n. e citada co•
mo a primeira especie de tremat6deo digenetico que tern Lepidosiren paradoxa como hospedeiro
definitivo.

SUMMARY
Kallpharynx plramboaa gen . et sp.

n.

(Trematoda: Fellodlstomldae) Is described
from the Amazonian lung fish, locally
known as the "plrambola", lepldoelren
paradoxa (Dlpnol: Lepldoslrenldae). The
new genus differs from all other genera
in the family by having a large, muscular
pharynx, with anterior dlgltlform projections . Among the genera of this family,
Kallpharynx Is more slmllar to Heterorchls Baylis, 1915, from which It differs by
having: 1) A larger acetabulum; 2) A
small, terminal excretory pore; 3) An
undivided, ··sacular seminal vesicle; and
4) A different genus of host from a dlffe•
rent continent. K. plramboae Is the first
adult trematode to be reported from L
paradoxa.
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Fellodistomidae

Kalipharynx piramboae .sp..,--,t. {SoE<iE.~ ;:,~» -rH47Cff=fl.,

Hospedeiro: Lepidosiren
doxa Fitzinger, 1837

f 7'i 3

para-

Sitio ou localizac;ao: Intestine.
lntensidade de infeqc;ao: Ate 15
helmintos por hospedeiro.
Procedencia: Furo do Xiborena.
Proximidade de Manaus, Amazonas, Brasil.
Hol6tipo: Institute Nacional de
Pesquisas da Amazonia (INPA).
Paratipos: INPA e Museu de
Zoologia da Universidade de Sao
Paulo.
Etimologia: o nome generico faz
referencia a faringe. Em grego,
kali=kallos=belo e pharynx=pharingo=faringe. 0 nome especifico e adaptado do nome indigena
do peixe hospedeiro.
Diagnose especifica (baseada
em 7 exemplares): com as caractedsticas do genera. Corpo medindo 1,65-3,25 (2,09) de comprimento por 0,73-0,88 (0,78) de largura. Tegumento com espinhos
no primeiro terc;o do corpo. Ventosa oral subterminal com musculatura fracamente desenvolvida;
mede 0,13-0,20 (0,16) de comprimento por 0,23-0,33 (0,29) de largura. Faringe fortemente musculosa com 6 projec;6es muscula•
res .digitiformes anteriores; mede
0,18-0,25 (0,20) de comprimento
por 0,25-0,30 (0,26) de largura. Numerosas celulas glandulares na regiao anterior do . corpo, com maiores concentrac;oes etn torno da faringe, esofago e porc;oes iniciais
dos intestinos. Esofago curto. Cecos, estendendo-se ate pr6ximo a
extremidade posterior do corpo.

E
E

~

Fig. 1 . Kalipharynx piramboae gen. e sp.
n. em vista ventral.
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Acetabulo localizado na metade
anterior do corpo, grande, com cavidade pouco profunda; mede 0,53-0,83 (0,63) de diametro. A proporc;ao entre os diametros da faringe,
acetabulo e ventosa oral e de
1 : 2,36 : 1,08. Testiculos p6s-ovarianos, intercecais, diagonais e de
forma e tamanho diferentes; o anterior ov6ide e medindo 0,20-0,30
(0,24) de comprimento por 0,10-0,20 (0,14) de largura; o posterior
alongado, com o extreme anterior
ligeiramente ponteado, medindo
0,23-0,48 (0,31) de comprimento
por 0,10-0,16 (0,13) de largura. Bolsa do cirro longa e fina, curvada,
com sua por9ao inicial invadindo a
regiao acetabular; contem cirro,
celulas prostaticas e vesfcula seminal sacular; mede 0,49-0,94
(0,58) de comprimento por 0,06-0, 10 (0,086) de largura. Poro genital ventro-lateral, cerca da bifurcac;ao intestinal. Ovario compacto,
imediatamente anterior ao testiculo posterior e invadindo em parte a regiao do acetabulo; mede
0,22-0,29 (0,24) de comprimento
por 0,1-1-0,18 (0,14) de largura. Receptaculo seminal arredondado,
com diametro de 0,45-0,90 (0,63).
Canal de Laurer nao observado.
Glandulas vitelfnicas formadas por
numerosos folfculos laterais, estendendo-se da metade do corpo
ate pr6ximo a extremidade posterior dos cecos; foliculos medindo
0,038-0,097 (0,063) de comprimento por 0,015-0,063 (0,023) de largura. Otero com al<;as entre o acetabulo e porc;ao posterior dos cecos.
Ovos alongados, numerosos e pequenos; medem 25-40 (32) µm de
comprimento por 13-20 (15) µm de
largura. Poro excreter pequeno e
terminal.
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Fellodistomidae Nicoll, 1913, e
uma famrlia de tremat6deos digeneticos com adultos parasitando
principalmente peixes de agua salgada. Yamaguti (1971) citou, da
famrlia, 36 generos, sendo que
apenas dois contem especies parasitas de peixes de agua doce.
Conhecem-se apenas tres generos de peixes pulmonados mundialmente: Protopterus na Africa,
Neoceratodus na Australia e Lepidosiren na America do Sul. L. pa•

e

a (mica
radoxa Fitzinger, 1837,
especie conhecida do genero. Apenas duas especies de tremat6deos
adultos sao citadas como parasitas de peixes pulmonados, ambas
sao parasitas de representantes
do genera Protopterus.
Durante os estudos de ictiopatologia que estao sendo realizados
no lnstituto Nacional de Pesquisas
da Amazonia, Manaus, foram encontrados especimens adultos de
digeneticos parasitando um exemplar de L. paradoxa. Trata-se de
exemplares de um novo genera e
especie, descritos a seguir.
MATERIAL E METODOS

0 peixe foi capturado em aguas
do Furo do Xiborena, pr6ximo a
Manaus, Amazonas, Brasil, por
funcionarios da Divisao de Peixe e
Pesca do lnstituto Nacional de
Pesquisas da Amazonia. Os metodos empregados na prepara9ao
dos helmintos foram os mesmos
citados por Thatcher ( 1978 e 1979).
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F ello di3tomat i da e

Li"lonium Stunkard ~t Sigrelli, 1930
Syn. Ga!.tl'is Liihe, 1909, nee Gas/,-is BilJbcrg, 18:..>o
Generic diagnosis. -· Ft'llo<listomidaf', Hf•h•rorchiinae: Hody fl.ittcned
fusiform. or postf'riorly bruaderw«t, unJrrtlC'd. Oral -.ucker subtnminal ,
pharynx wrll dt•\"elopecl. Esopha~uc. short lntt•,tmal hmh!t krrninating
short of posterior extn·mity ..\n·t.11->ulum mo<leratl'ly largt'. ~parat<·<l
from oral sucki>r bv orw third of hrnh l<'nKth or morc. 1 , Tc·stes symmetrical, postacetabular. lirru .. pc,u, Ii r11u111l,·d ur somt·what t'longate,
containin~ bipartite St'minal n-s,clc a11d prrn,tatw complex. Genital pore
median , postbifurcal or father m front. Ov.ur pre- or inter-testicular,
postacetaLular. \'itl'llarid furmim~ 6 or 7 ma,•,t:!\ of follicl,-s on each side,
extending in extracccal fl(')<l-. from o,·arioksticuliir .zone to cecal ends.
Uterine coils intcrcecal, may or mctv not rt•ach to pc~t"riur extremity.
Excretory vesicle \"-shapc:d. P,tra:-,itf·s ,,f marmt' fishes.
Genotype: l. t·ibt:t (Lmton, 1905) "tunk. et ~i~ .. ln30. (Pl. 8, Fig. 99)
in Splte,oides maculalu"i, Jfalules t·etul,1; :\tla11t11 . •\ll-l"1 in .\lo,u,calltl,115
ci"lti/" from Mutu anrl Tovama Bay, J,4pan, and Ct1fllltni,us u,ucONSM,
Pacific coast of Japan; Ca"llrtmtts srlo~.,,. C. g,;,u4";, Spl,e,-oides
maculalus, Tasmania.
Other species:
L. cons<>l's (Ltihe. W06J in T,t,oJuN sltllat,,s; Ceylon.
L. pulcl""'" (John!>t11n. 1914) M"fl . .'tmngol,rma p. J.) in intestine
of Tetrodon lrispid"s,: {JUt'<'n~lan,I.

1

) ln Lube's type spetimen of {;adrrs !"""'°r~ whach shows an appMent partial
C(,ntraction and extension the a1.:etabul11m lacs dose tu the ,111tt.-rior t"xtrematy.
and the acetabulu -o,·arian region 1s elongated, so thc&t the gl"m·r,Ll du,pvs1t1on of the
org,ms is too much distorted .

Fellod1stom1dae
LINTONIUM

Stunkard & Nigrelli

f 'f 3 t)

Small ·to medium sized distomes; suckers powerful, acetabulum
lar~er than oral sucker; · strongly muscular bodies; pre-acetabula
region especially mobile; esophagus short or absent, pseudo-esophagus
short, lined ~ith digestive epithelium; intestinal ceca extend
posterior to the testes; excretory vesicle almost V-shaped vri th
. .
short stem, lateral crura extend to the region of the pharynx; genital
pore ventral immedi~tely behind the bifurcation of the alimentary
tract; cirrus sac oval pre-acetabular enclosing seminal vesicle and
cirru~; testes lateral: postovarian; o~ary postacetabular, lateral
and pretesticular; uterine coils extend to posterior end of body,
filling the intercecal area behind the ootype; eggs o-...rate, operculum
at the smaller end; vitellaria lateral, postova~ian.
Type species: Lintonium vibex (Linton)
This genus is most like Steringotrema Odhner 1911. Differs
in that the acetabulum, ovary, and testes are much farther foward and
there are differences in the form and location of the vitellaria.
.
Lintonlum vibex is also recorded by Yamaguti from
Cantherin~s unicornu and Monacanthus c1rrh1fer from Japan.

~

0-

~

Lintonium vibex, ventral view X 40. ac acetabul
ital po~e; in, intestine; 111g, Mehlis' gland; as: oral
ts, testis, 11t, uterus; vd, vitelline duct; vt, vite"llaria.

.

•
gp. gen' ovary, Ph, pharynx;

suc:e~: :.:, cirrus_ sac;
'

Fellod1stom1dae
FELLODISTOMINAE

From Stunkard & Nigrelli, 1930

DISTOMUM VIBEX LINTON

342

genus of Nicoll's subfamily Fellodistominre was not changed in Odhner's
arrangement. Instead, another genus was selected as type. The
opinion of Professor Ch. W. Stiles was asked concerning the status
of Odhner's action and the validity of the subfamily name Sterin~
gophorime. In a personal communication he makes the following statement, " Steringophorinae is a deliberate renaming of the subfamily
F ellodistominae.
"On page 98, Odhner gives a footnote in which he explains why
he renamed the subfamily. His explanation shows that he confused
two elements, namely, the genus which forms the nomenclatorial type
and the genus which he looked upon as the anatomical norm. This is
not an uncommon confusing which occurs in systematic zoology and
is due to the fact that the word " type" is used in so many different
senses. According to Odhner, Fellodistomum, the nomenclatorial type
of Fellodistominre, represents a peripheral genus from his point of view,
while Steringophorus represents the anatomical norm. This, of course,
is a point of view, but in the last analysis, is somewhat subjective and
may be changed by a division of the subfamily by some future author.
" The important point is that Fellodistomum is the nomenclatorial
type of the first available subfamily name.
"If Odhner's method of nomenclature were applied generally to
zoology, there would be numerous unnecessary changes in family and
subfamily names. On basis of Odhner's statements, Steringophorinre
is subjective synonym of Fellodistominre. It is subjective rather than
objective because it has a different type genus. I would not hesitate
an instant in this case, I would use Fellodistominre."
The analysis and decision of Professor Stiles is so incisive and
pertinent that its publication is a valuable contribution to zoological
literature. It outlines correct procedure and stands in contrast to the
confused and irrelevant argument of Poche. Since Fellodistomina- is
accepted as the type subfamily of the family to which it belongs, the
family name must be Fellodistomidre. So far as has been determined,
the subfamily includes the following genera: F ellodistoinun-i Stafford
1904, Steringophorus Odhner 1905, Pycnadena Linton 1911, Rhodotrema
Odhner 1911, Steringotrema Odhner 1911, Bacciger Nicoll 1914, and
Lintonium, gen. nov.
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Lintonium
Hosts:

maculatus
tula
~.:;;z~==-u~s~ cirrhifer
~=-.;;..=.;;..;;;..,;1=n~e~a~ unicornu
estus
etosus
Q.gunther1

rodontidae)
(Bal
idae)
(Bal1st1
(Balistidae)
II

II
It

Woods Hole
Woods Hole
Japan
Japan
er-the Grea:,
Bay
TaSu1e1,~,.g_
Tasmania

Lintonlum consors (Luhe,1906) Crowcroft,1950
Hosts: Tetrodon stellatus
,I. hisoidus

(Tetrodontidae)
ti

Ceylon
Queensland

From Manter & Pritchard (1962):
FAMILY FELLODISTOMATIDAE
Lintonium consors (Lu.he, 1906) Crowcroft, 1950
(Fig. 1)
Host: Arothron hispidus (L.), 'o'opu-hue, makimaki, keke (Tetraodontidae,
puffers or balloonfishes); three specimens from two of seven fishes.
Location: Air sac and ''belly."
Specimen deposited: U. S. Nat. Mus. Helminth. Coll., No. 39458.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF HAWAIIAN SPECIMENS: Body 15.6 to 16.6 long by 4.3
to 5.7 wide (1.2 to 1.9 at narrow point posterior to acetabulum); oral sucker 1.0
to 1.4 wide; acetabulum 1.9 to 2.3 wide, ½ to .¼ body length from anterior end;
sucker ratio 1:1.6 to 1.9; testes oval, 0.55 to 0.75 long, median to caeca; cirrus sac
0.95 to 1.4 long by 0.35 to 0.5 wide, entirely preacetabular and intercaecal; genital
pore ventral to caecal bifurcation; ovary trilobed, 0.45 to 0.5 in diameter; uterus
intercaecal and largely postovarian, descending to tips of caeca; eggs 32 to 48 by
20 to 29, some with very small knob at one end.
D1scussION: Stunkard and Nigrelli (1930) and Crowcroft (1950) have discussed the history of the genus Lintonium. Following are some of our conclusions regarding the species of this genus:
L. vibex (Linton, 1900) Stunkard and Nigrelli, 1930 and L. laymani Skrjabin
and Koval, 1957 have a lanceolate body and rather widely separated testes that
often overlap the caeca. L. vibex has been reported from S pheroides maculatus
at Woods Hole, Mass., Sandy Hook Bay, N. J., and Beaufort, N. C.; and once
from Batistes vetula at Woods Hole. It is distinguished by an acetabulum that
occupies about half the body width, sucker ratio 1:1.9 to 2.1, eggs 45 to 59 by 23
to 29, and caeca and vitellaria which do not reach the posterior end of the body.
L. laymani was reported by Layman (1930) as "Steringotrema pulchrum" from
Cantherines modestus of Peter-the-Great Bay. We believe that "L. i,ibex" reported from Cantherines guntheri and C. setosus in Tasmania by Crowcroft (1950)
is the same species. It is distinguished by an acetabulum that occupies at least
two-thirds of the body width, sucker ratio 1:2.3 to 3.4, eggs 26 to 40 by 13 to 24,
and caeca and vitellaria that extend to the posterior end of the body. Yamaguti
(1934) reported "L. vibex" from Cantherines unicornu and Monacanthus cirrifer in
Japan; but the relative size of t~e acetabulum indicates he probably had L. laymani even though the eggs are slightly larger (42 to 48 by 24 to 27).
1cr,_l~.
L. consors (Uthe, 1906) Crowcroft, 1950, and L. pulchrum (Johnston, 1¥
Yamaguti, 1954 have intercaecal testes that are close together, caeca that are well
separated from the posterior end of the body, and vitellaria that do not extend as
far posterior as the tips of the caeca. L. c~ns~rs was reported frorr:i 7:etrod~n
stetlatus in Ceylon and now from Arothron hispidus (syn. Tetrodon hispidus) m
Hawaii. Though Yamaguti (1954, 1958) believes that Lu.he's type specimens are
distorted we believe the elongate body with an indentation posterior to the acetabulum acetabulum near the anterior end, and the long distance between the acetabul~m and the ovary are characteristic of L. consors. In addition, adults of L.
consors are very large (15 to 16 mm. long). Luhe did not record egg size, but our
specimens have eggs 32 to 48 by 20 to 29.

L. pulchrum was reported from Tetrodon hispidus in Australia. It is distinguished from L. consors by its smaller size, a hindbody about half the total length,
a more posterior acetabulum, the ovary almost immediately posterior to the
acetabulum, no indentation posterior to the acetabulum, and eggs 43 to 48 by
32 to 35 (rounder).
Although Lintonium has been considered to be most similar to Steringotrema,
its close resemblance to Symmetrovesicula Yamaguti, 1938 should be noted. Yamaguti (1938) distinguished Symmetrovesicula by "the symmetrical excretory vesicle,
the postacetabular bifurcation of the intestine, the vitellarian rosettes, etc."
The vitellarian rosettes are conspicuous and the excretory vesicle is equally symmetrical in Lintonium. The long esophagus, postacetabular bifurcation, and
relatively more posterior genital pore of Symmetrovesicula separate the genera.
Yamaguti (1958) included Lintonium in Heterorchiinae Dollfus, 1950 in spite of
the fact that the Heterorchiinae have Y-shaped excretory vesicles and Lintonium
has a V-shaped excretory vesicle. Symmetrovesicula, on the other hand, was
placed in Symmetrovesiculinae Yamaguti, 1958, the diagnosis of which excludes
Lintonium only because of the length of the esophagus and the postacetabular
bifurcation. We believe Symmetrovesiculinae should be considered a synonym
of Heterorchiinae, the characters of which might be extended to include either a
Y -shaped or V-shaped vesicle.

Fellodistomatijae
Lintonium consors (Luhe,1906) Crowcroft,1950
From Crowcroft,1950
n

PETER Cti<;>WQROFT

·armor Mea.~ '. The oc:curreuce of Gastm conaors in
ie warm waters of Ceylon and Queensland in a fish
.mus closely related to ,SphaeroidC8 is in accord with

t(,,I. ;:,,

Y nmaguti ( 1934 ), Layman ( 1930), and in tllll I
paper. TheRe formR, wl1il"h all occur in f•Ool 1
are identified with £. 1ribe.i: simply l,ecnu
recorciecl differencos. UBing onr pre,mnt, ,:ritf'r
not f-ufficient to jUBtify specific difforentia.tior
Nigrclli & Atz (l943J concludo that, L. vif,
HP~f'ir->!'<Rpc<'ific to' p11ffl'rc1' r,ft 111,. ·.,.-( Ii .\ t l.11n i

vlt

1. Lin.tonium consors (Ltihe) n.comb. Whole mount
·om the ventral aspect. After Liihe. Host: Tetrod-011
PJ.lattU.

lhrwiations used in figure.a . ac, a.ceta.bulum; cs,
1s-sa.c; ex, excretory vesicle; int, intestine; n.,, oral
er; "!-1• ovary; ph, pharynx: pp, pa.rs prostn tic a;
seminal vesicle; .,p, sperm1itophoi-,,; te,,, testis;
1terus; vit, vitellarium.

r view. It might be argued, howoYer, that the
18 most closely related to Lintoniurn l'ibc,r; from
Woods Hole region a.re those reported by

Fig. 2. LinUmium consors (Liilio) 11.comb. (Stcrh1yol
pulchnm, Jt)lmston). \\'hole mount, 5 nun. long
the ,·entral aspect. Host: Teirodon 1'i87Jidu.q.

of Arnerica, and express tl1e- view that t.lt(' info.-:to
uf Ralistcs cit11/r1 r1'p•>rtt•d by Linton

l!l-lll). •

plaee when thl' li:,;h 'struggled northw1\'1'l. to
\\'ood,; H,)le rf>,1.?:i,m during thf'I ~nmrnt'r •. Tiu, ~·
t.hat H. N'/1/l,1, t1xn111irn'd in it.- nutural habit~11.
not het>n repurt-<-d a~ a ho~t for tl1is pnrnsite. \\" '
:-3eents pr11bable that this vi1'\\ uf the mfosta io
B. t•etula is correct, it appear,- that the absence oJ

,

couon,11.«p
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Fellodis tomidae

St. Lintonium consors (Ltihe, 1906)
Crowcroft, 1950
(Fig. 51)
HABIT AT: Gullet of Arothron hispidus (local name
"o'opu-hue," "makimaki," or "keke"); Hawaii.
DESCRIPTION (based on two mature and two immature
specimens): Unless otherwise stated, the following description is based on the mature specimens alone. Body
elongate, markedly attenuated between acetabulum and
ovariotesticular region. 6.2-1 l mm long, 1.45-3.0 mm
wide in caudal third. Cuticle unarmed. Subcuticular
longitudinal muscles strongly developed around acetabulum, especially on ventral side of attenuated postacetabular region. Oral sucker subterminal, bowl-shaped,
0.4-0. 7 X 0.5-0.85 mm, directly followed by pharynx
. 0.35-0.44 mm long by 0.38-0.55 mm wide; esophagus
very short; ceca relatively wide, terminating blindly at
posterior extremity. Acetabulum very prominent, 0.8-1.5
X 0.85-1.6 mm, situated at posterior part of anterior
third of body.
Testes ovoid, diagonal or subsymmetrical, inintercecal
field in middle third of body; right testis a little larger,
0.3-0.35 X 0.23-0.3 mm, left one 0.3-0.31 X 0.21-0.26
mm. Vesicula seminalis tubular, sigmoid or saccular, at
strongly muscular base of cirrus pouch, followed by
tubular, sigmoid, well developed pars prostatica 50-80 µ
wide, which in turn is followed by a much shorter
ejaculatory duct opening into genital atrium. Cirrus
pouch subcylindrical, thick-walled, 0.45-0.5 X 0.2-0.35
mm. Prostatic cells developed within cirrus pouch. Genital
atrium about 0.3 mm wide, opening midventrally immediately behind intestinal bifurcation, with a saccular
recess on right side of its base.
Ovary subglobular, 0.15-0.35 X 0.2-0.26 mm, mpdian,
or nearly so, inter- or pretesticular. In the immature
specimen the germiduct arising from the anterior part of
the ovary forms a U-turn before giving off the Laurer's
canal; latter describing a loose spiral and opening middorsally anterior to ovary. No seminal receptacle. Shell
gland immediately preovarian. Uterus coiled mostly
transversely, occupying whole postovarian intercecal
field, reaching to posterior extremity, from which it is
separated by cecal ends and posterior end of excretory
vesicle. Metraterm running straight forward in median
field; in front of the acetabulum, however, it comes to lie
on the left side of the cirrus pouch and opens into the
genital atrium at its left end. Eggs tapered toward
opercular pole, thick-shelled, 41-49 X 19-28 µ in life.
Vi tell aria forming bunches of small acini ( 5-6 on the
right, 6-7 on the left), extending longitudinally in

GP

CP

extracecal fields of greater anterior part of posterior
third of body; collecting vitelline ducts of two sides
converging toward shell gland, not forming distinct
vitelline reservoir. Excretory vesicle V-shaped, both arms
terminating blindly, one on each side of oral sucker; pore
terminal.
DISCUSSION: This species, found also by Manter and
Pritchard from the same host species of Hawaii, differs
from Lintonium vibex (Linton, 1905) in the postacetabular region being markedly attenuated. In 1958 I
assigned this genus to the subfamily Heterorchiinae of
the family Fellodistom1dae, but on the basis of the
internal anatomy given above, especially the bunch-like
structure of the vitellaria, I now prefer to separate it
as representing a distinct subfamily, for which Lintoniinae is proposed. This subfamily bears a certain resemblance to Symmetrovesiculinae Yamaguti, 1958, but
differs distinctly in the esophagus being very short and
bifurcating shortly behind the pharynx, and in the cirrus
pouch being postbifurcal instead of prebifurcal.
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Linlvnium laymani Skrjabin et Kova), 1957
(P.11c. 68)

Cun<> H

ll M:

Sleringolrema pulchrum Laymau, 1930, nee Joh~ton, i913

Cantherintt,; modestus.

Xo3fntH: phloa -

J101<amrna1~HH: Knmcqn.nI<
MecTo o6HapymeHHa: CCCP (3amrn IleTpa Bemuwro - .Hnonc1rne 110 . .
C T O p H q C CI{ a R C n p a BK a. 06ocHOBaHBe naweil: TO'IKB 3)1
HHJ'l O HC06xoJJ,RMOCTH Bbl;J.eJIHTh ny TpeMaTon,y B CaMOCTO.HTC11LHLIH BB~ A&~
e HCTopH'leCKOR cnpae1<e pon,a Lintonium.
0 n n: c a H B e B H A a (Steringotrema pulchrum, no Jlaiutany, 1~
Tl'JIO 3,/1-4,5 MM JWDHY np:e: mBpHB0 1,47-1,85 MM. PoTOBUSI npac
0,508~0,540 MM JJ,1JHHW u 0,442-0,475 MM m:e:pBHhl. )l,HaMCTP 6p10maoii u
COCKH 0,74-0,8!"> MM. CeMeHHHKH OBaJU,HhlO, KpyrrrYe. Hu::a.a 0,037-0,°'0.

u

0,024

lV[HHhl H

MM

mHpHll1,I.

CpaeHemrn arnro Be.Aa c Blill;OM ~>«oncT01:1a npaee,aeHo ewme,
qec1wii cupaeKe K po.a:y Lintonium

:1

ll Tep

a

Ty pa:

B ucTop

.lHiJMaH, i930, CTp. 60-61.
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Fellodistomatidae

Linto11ium srivastai1a1 Sf> 111n

D,·uripcion: Basada C'n un solo <'jcrnplar gravido. Son parasitos n•lativanH•ntr•
grandcs l'On el cuf'rpo alargado y los rxtrC'mos redondc•ados, la 1t'gion pn•aretabular tnmina mas O menos l"ll puut.1, )
la po.,tac<·tabular con una anchura rn{1xima a nivcl de los testiculos lt'nnin.tda
tambien en punta, mide de longitud total
8.516 mm y 3.13'.I mm de anchura. La
cuticula lisa y sin cspinas mide 0.016 ~m
de anchura.
La ventosa oral es subterminal, midc
0. 724 mm de largo por 0.805 mm de
ancho. El acetabulo sr encuentra situado
lig1·ramente por dcbnte del ecuador dcl
currpo. es musculoso, casi circular. midr
1.72'.! mm ck largo por 1.771 mm de
ancho. La relaci6n entre las ventosas es
de 1 :2 .3 X 1 :2.2. La boca mide de 0.161
mm de largo por 0.241 mm de ancho, se
contin{1a con la faringe musculosa, bien
desarrollada de 0.322 mm de largo por
0.-1-02 mm de ancho. cl es6fago mas pequeiio quc la faringe mide 0.161 mm ck
largo por 0.322 mm de ancho. La bifurcaci6n cecal tirne lugar a 1.288 mm de
la cxtrernidad ;1 nterior, los ciegos intes~
tinales se extienden dorsolateralmente a lo
largo del cucrpo y lll'gan casi hasta el extremo posterior, siendo uno de ellos, el
izquierdo, mas pequefio que el derecho.
El aparato reproductor mascu1ino esta
representado por un par de testiculos ovoides, mas largos que anchos, de hordes
lisos, situadns mas o mcnos simetricamente
en el tcrcio postt'rior del cuerpo, son interce< .1ks, postacetabulares y postovaricos,
mide el izquicrdo 1.740 mm de largo por
0. 724 mm de ancho. y <>l derecho 0.933
mm d(' largo por 0.660 mm de ancho; de
cada uno de ellos y de su horde anterior
nace un ronducto eferente, que a poco
d1~ i11i, ·i:,r1.1: sufre una evaginaci6n saccifonnr fo1mando asi un 6rgano accesorio
d1·l conducto <'l<'rentl', sin llegar a constituic un ksticulo histol6gicamente bin1
formado, ni una \'esicula ,;;eminal externa. ·
Tale~ 6rganos acrcsorios de forma alargada tienden a ser ovoides. mide, el del
!ado izquierdo 0. 724 mm de largo por
n.'225 mm de ancho, y el derccho 0.805
111rn de largo por 0.161 mm de ancho:
1 ontin,,an su rPcorrido ascendcnte y llef!.ln al rxtn•mn posterior de la bolsa del
c1no seµar~H.bnwnte.
La holsa drl cirro PS de forma ovoide,
prcact•t;,bular c interceral , wide de Jargo
0.821 mm y de aucho 0.499 mm; contic1H·
rn su por('!i6n basal a la vesicula seminal
i11tt>ma, larga, sinuosa, que desemboca dirl'<'lanu·11tc· al cirro: tan to <·I cirro romo

Fig. 5. J?ibujo ~ uoa prcparaci6n total de Lintonivm
srw(Ulavai !p. nov. Tipo. Vista ventral.
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Discusi6n: El genero Lintonium Stunkard y Nigrelli, 1930, conticne solamente
dos·especies consideradas va.lidas (Winter.
1958) Lintonium vibe,"( (Linton, 1910)

por numerosas celulas prostaticas. El poro
~cnital sf' ::ibre a l .4n5 mm de la extrcmi<lad anterior.
El ovario es mas o menos esferico, mide Stunkard y Nigrelli, 1930 y Lintonittm
0.322 mm df' largo µor 0.402 mm de consors (Liihc) Crowcroft, 1950, ambas
ancho, es de hordes lisos y se encuentrn parasitas de peces marines de las farnisituado por delante de los testkulos, es lias Balistidac y Tctraodontidae.
Considero quc la especie aqui descrita
intercecal y postacetabular, de su bord1
anterior sale un corto o\'iducto delgado. es 11uc\'a para la ci1•11cia por prcsc:ntar ,
,;inw,so, que antrs de- desembocar en c1 algunos caracteres morfol6gicos di frrentes
ootipo da lugar al conducto Je Laure~. a las rspecies ya conocidas; as,, difo·re de
d cual desemboca dorsalmente; se cont1- Lintonium con.wrs, en la situaci6n de]
n(1;,i v recibe la desembocadura del conduc- acetabulo, m la disposicion de los testicuto d~l rrcept,,culo vitelino dando lugar al los, en que el {1tero presenta asas extraootipo que esta rodeado por la glanduh1 cecales y en que los ciegos y las vitd6de Mchlis; de este nacf" el utero, qw genas se cxtie11den m{ts posteriormente.
Difit·1 e dP Lintonium vibe.\ en la fo1rna.
presenta dos ramas: una descendente, mu)
sinuosa, que ocupa todo el espacio intc1 ckl o\·ario, ya quc en Lintnniu,n sriva.1tay postesticular, y otra ascendente, tam- vai sp. nov., el 0\ ario cs t"sfrrit n, mienbien sinuosa, que_forma una serie de asa-, tras que cn Lintonium vibfx e~ trilobupreovaricas y postacetabulares, sigue hasta 1,,do.
el horde posterior del acetabulo y asciende
Difiere tambien de cstas cspcci('s c:11 la
como un tubo recto muy delgado, bor- prcsencia dt· dos organos accf'sorios <'O
deando por cl lado interno del ciego iz- el travccto de los conductos efer1:11ks, ~in
quierdo y, a nivel del ecuador de la bolsa que ~;. pHvda precisai· ~1 st' trala de tesdel cirro, forma un pequefio metratermo, tkulrn, o Yeskulas semm,1ks . as1 como en
el cual desemboca en el atrio genital, y el tamafio df'l cucrpo. "" el hosp£•cbcl,)r
este a su vez en el poro genital.
y en la lo~alidad g-cogT.'.tf", , 1.
Las glandulas vitelogenas estan form..1das por seis o siete foliculos grandcs bien
definidos que resultan de la agrupaci6n
de numerosos foliculos pequefios, aquellos se disponen en los campos latcralf's
del cuerpo, son extracecales, y se extienden desde la altura del ovario hasta
el horde posterior de los ciegos intestinales, cada rnasa folicular p1csrnta un
pequefio conducto que desemboca al viteloducto principal de cada lado; estos se .
reunen en la parte media del cuerpo y
forman un pequefio receptaculo cuyo conducto desemboca directamente en el ootipo.
Los huevecillos, de dscara lisa y arnarillenta, son operculados, miden de 0.LH5 a
0.052 mm de largo por 0.022 a 0.02_6 mm
de ancho.
La veskula excretora ticne forma de
"V'' y sus ramas laterales ·alcan.zan hasta
la altura de la faringe; el poro excrl'tor
desemboca en la parte media del extreme,
posterior del cuerpo.
Dedicatoria: Esta especie csta dedic 1da con todo respeto al Dr. Har-Dayal
Srivastava, por su notable labor en el
campo de la Helmintologia.
Hospedador: Sphaeroides annulattts. Tetraodontidae.
Habitat: Intestino.
Localidad: Salina Cruz, Oaxaca, Mexico.
Fecha: 19 de Julio de 1967.
Numero de ejemplares: 1.
Tipo: Depositado en la Colecci6n Ilc1mintol6gica del Instituto de Biologia
de la Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico con el numcro 225-3.

Fig-. 7.~Dibujo de la bolsa del cirro
Tipo. Vis~ ventral.

Fig. 6. Dibujo dd oomplejo reproductor de
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Fell odistomatidae

Li~'ioloma ~lanter, 1934
Generic diagnosi~. - Fdluclistorni,lat·. Lissolomatinae: Bocly medium-sized, smooth, roundl'd at both 1•11<1 .... ; bod,· ed~es not frilled or lubed,
incurved ventrally, t>Sp<•,ially at h<Jth-end< making the body shape like
that of an elongate ,,,·al , shallow boat. Oral sucker subtenninal; pharynx
small; esophagus short : ceca reaching to near posterior extremity.
Acetabulum rather small. ahout onC' third of body length fr<;m anterior
extremity. Testes diago11al. far apart, medial to ceca in midbody region.
Cirrus pouch ovoid except for narniwcd. p11inted, posterior part, bctWPPn
intestinal bifurcation dIHl acttabulum, rnntaining tubulosacr-ular -.em111al
vesicle and thick-walled pars prostatica. (;enital atrium with antl rior
copulatory lobe. (ienital port' ~lightly to ldt, post-bifurcal. Ornry
multilobecl, closC' in front of right (pri--kriur) testis. ~o rec1·ptai:ulm11
S<'minis. Vterus ,·ery narrow, coiled d1icfl~· in inten.:e(..al ftl'lJ. ll\'l' t rt'aching ceca posterior tu ntcllaria; eg~s with filamt·nt nearly as lunc-.
Vitellinc. follicles small. irrc•gular i11 shal'e , l'Xte11ding in latnal field-. ,,f
mi,hlh· thinl 11i ho~h. not intru1li11g intn fnrt •h•lll\· . Excrdnr\' n·-.wlt· \" shapt•1l: arm'.- w1tl•· . ·fnl1frrl, n:a, hing tu ,id,·-. "f ,;ral -.uc-k<'r. ·Para,itic 111
int,':-tinl' nf numu· ft~hl''-.
Gt>notypt.> : L. ,,,otul,u ~l..i.ntt·r, Hl:l4 \Pl. 3, Fi~. :W). m Brl)t1tla ''•"'·ill,, :
Florida.
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UENERH' ~.\GNOSlS

Medium-::;ized fcllo<listomids, body smooth, rounded at both ends; body
edges incurved ventrn.11:Y, especially at both ends, making the body shape
like that of an elongate-oval, shallow boat; body edges not frilled or lobed.
Suckers about the same. size, ventral sucker about 1/3 from anterior end.
Ceca extending to near posterior end. Genital pore slightly to the left,
immediately posterior to intestinal bifurcation, approximately hal~way
between the suckers; genital atrium with anterior copulatory lobe. Cirrus
~ac ovoid except for narrowed, pointed, posterior region, intercecal, extendmg to ventral sucker. Testes slightly lobed, diagonal, far apart, approximately in midbody. Ovary multilobed, close in front of right
(posterior) testis. Uterus very narrow, thin-walled, inconspicuous, extending posteriorly to level of cecal tips, coils chiefly intercecal but also,
especially posterior to vitellaria, extracecal. Vitelltuia of small, irregularly
shaped follicles, lateral, ventral, cecal and extra cecal, in middle third of
body, not extending anterior to ventral sucker. Eggs colorless, thin-shelled,
pear-shaped, truncated at broad end, with filament nearly as long as egg1
egg about 40 µ in length. Excretory vesicle V-shaped, branches wide, folded,
crossing ceca at level of ventral sucker.
Type species-Llissoloma brotu,lce.
COMPARISONS

Although based on a single specimen, this genus seems very distinct. Its
.nearest relative is Lomaphorus with which it agrees in development of a
ventro-lateral expansion of the body wall. This fold, however, in L'issoloma
is entirely smooth. The genus is like Lomaphorus in excretory system, dis.:.
tribution of Yitellaria, and shape of cirrus sac. Additional differences a.re:
Lis-solomn has a distinctly different body shape, filarnentcd, colorless egg,
and more slender uterus. It is interesting to note that the egg filament is suggested in some species of Lomaphorus (figs. 21, 23) and in M egenteron (fig.
16). l.lissoloma differs from 1\1 egenteron in body sh:1pe, ventro-lateral fold,
shape of pharynx, shape of cirrus sac, extent of vitellaria, egg color and
shape. It differs from Steringophorus in shape of excretory vesicle and shape
of body. It differs from Steringotrema in shape of body, extent of vitellaria
and shape of eggs.
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Lissoloma brotulce
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tFigs. 24-26)
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H os_t-:---Brotu.la barbata (Bloch & Schneider).
Position-Intestine.
Frequency-Present in a single host examined .
Depth-79 to 140 fathoms.
8PECIFIC :DIAGNOSIS

Color, when alive, pink or flesh-col~r. Length 2.14 mm., width 0.988 mm.
E?ges of body curving lllpJward, especially at each end, body boat-shaped
with edges ~omewhat flattened in middle region. In addition to longitudinal
mu~cl~s which are especially well developed in the anterior half of the body,
radiatrng bands lead backward or outward and dorsally from the incurved
body edge (fig. 24). These suggest the musculature of the body folds of
Lomaphorush The ventral surface posterior to the ventral sucker is free
of b~dy ~11uscles except for 5/rather inconspicuous, transverse bands. Short,
longitudmal muscle fibers lross the transverse bands at right angles (fig.
24). Oral sucker .subterminal, 0.282 mm. in diameter, its opening round;
ventral sucker, 1/ 3 horn anterior end, also measures 0.282 mm. in diameter.
A prepharynx ~ems to be lacking (although the angle of the oral sucker
would make this structure difficult to observe in this specimen) ; pharynx
0.120 mm. in length, 0.100 mm. wide; short esophagus, forking approximately half way between the suckers; ceca extending to near the posterior
end. Genital pore slightly to the left, immediately posterior to intestinal
bifurcation. Muscular genital atrium containing anterio-dorsally a liplike, muscular, genital lobe; posterior lobe not evident. Cirrus sac 0.224 by
0.150 mm., extending diagonally between ventral sucker and genital pore.
Seminal vesicle sac-like, bipartite; a somewhat coiled, tubular portion of
seminal vesicle lying outside the base of cirrus sac proper but enclosed by a
membrane forming a tapering sac attached to the dorsal, posterior portion
of the cirrus sac proper. Thick-walled pars prostatica occupying at least
2/ 3 the length of cirrus sac. Testes lobed, diagonal, in midbody region,
lateral, intercecal, separated by uterus, left testis slightly in advance.
Ovary multilob/1, immediately anterior to right testis. Seminal receptacle
lacking. Uterus a very narrow, thin-walled, inconspicuous, coiled tube,
leading at first to the left and anteriorly nearly to ventral sucker, then
posteriorly to level of cecal tips, then anteriorly to genital atrium, becoming almost straight at about midacetabular level, entering genital atrium
dorsally and posteriorly. Coils of uterus occasionally extending into the
extracecal area posterior to the vitellaria. Vitellaria, composed of irregularly shapedAoften coalescing follicles, forming two lateral groups in middle
third of body, partly extracecal and partly ventral to the ceca. Eggs colorless, transparent, thin-shelled, pyriform, tapering to a rounded point at one
end and more or less truncated at the other, broad end, 38 to 44 by 18 to
20 µ. Extending from the middle of the broad end of the egg is a filament
about the same length of the egg or a little shorter. It is often more or less
roiled or at least bent, but is thicker and stiffer at its base. Excretory
Yesicle V-shaped with swollen branches. The excretory pore could not be
seen at the posterior tip and is probably a short distance in front of this
point. Branches of excretory vesicle at first intercecal, crossing the ceca
ventrally at the le,,el of the ,,entral sucker and extending to anterior end of
body.
The genus name Lissoloma is from lisso, smooth, and loma, fringe, referring to the smooth borly folrl. The species name brotulre is for the host,
Brotula.
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Syn. Lona..,pl,,,-,u,; ll~nter, 1934. rrt>nc,11pit',!
Gt•neric ._Ji.11!111,.;i:,;. - Ft'llndi,tnmi,lae. li~-..,h,matinae: Bod\· t•l,,ngatt-,
plump. flc~h-c11lun:d. t,,1i..·n11i.: .rntni11rly bur l,r11.1tli, r .. 11,1.It•t! P""'tn1 11 rly,
"\\ith two longitudinal ru\li:, .. f v,·11twl.,tt·ral m11,1 ular t .. Jd., thr11w11 mro

lobe.. Oral suckt-r lar~t·: ph,tn·ux sm.ill. e:,(')pha~u.;; -.h,,rt. h1fnr, ·ati11g
about halfwav betWt'f'n tw,, :-tll'kt•r!-: ,·eca not n:a,·11111~- p,,...tt·n,,r ,·xtrt>mity. Acetabulum sm,tll to nw,lium-,i,t·d pr,· eq11.1t1)nal Te fr<; ,,l,liquf"
in equatorial 7one. mt>1.hal tu 1nh''-tmc or o,·t>rre.tchmg 1t. 41rr11:- p• ,1Jt'h
elliptical to u,·a). intt•ru·..·.11. prt--Md.1hu!ar. t·ndu~mg hip.ut1tt· ~-111111 ti
\"t'Side and Wl"II dt.>wloperl pr11~t.it,._ 11,mplex Genital .1tri11m ~rac1 11 11s,
with muscular· ~l'nitctl l,,1,.._ •~•·mt.ii pore :,lt.,:htlv t,, ldt, po.. tb1fun·,1I.
Ovary multiloht•,l. 1mmnh ,tel\' a11tn1vr to nght te.;t15, ~mmal receptacle absent. t·tt>rin,· c,llb f1lhn~ mn:-.t of hmdh<lfiy. Eggs Wlth polar
process either rudm1t:nt.1ry ur c11n•p1cuuus. \'nellaria extrn,lin~ in extra-

cecal fil"ld of anterior h.ilf oi hmdbudv. E wn•torv n•:;idc \' -sha\W<i.
Parasitic in intestm~ of m .. rint> hsh~. ·
·

",J,

~nt)-pc· L.
)l.lnh'r, Ht:M
193'} , Pl. II. Fig. 136) in C 1r/Mln
Florida.

•,·n. lvwwpJ,n,us ,. 11-rJi llanter,

"'"~'H :J"""'""' .rn,J c·,,.phvcis l'egru!>;

Ot h,·r :-p•·• ,,..._ ·
L. :r.i(llf! 11.Anh'r l934J m l't7isi.,Jrmt ,,,in&Jlulfl ; l· l11ndc1.
L. "'°"~nn lU,&nff"r, 193-1 • in .\/,,11,,lor.: ant,JJ"~um. I· l11ndcl.
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The following three species nre included in a new genus, Lomaphorus, with
the follmving diagnosis.
Fellodistomicls with fairly elongate, plump, flesh-colored bodies tapering
anteriorly but broadly rounded posteriorly, with two longitudinal ventrolateral folds thrown into lobes. These convolutions arc muscular and usually
conspicuous. Oral sucker large, ventral sucker slightly larger, preequatorial. Prepharynx very short, esophagus longer than pharynx, ceca
narrow, not reaching the posterior end, intestinal bifurcation about halfway
between suckers. Genital pore slightly to the left, postbifurcal, preacetabulaJ'. Tcste.'- in equatorial zone, diagonal, lobed, the left testis slightly
more anterior. Cirrus sae strongly developed, intercecal, extending to
anterior border of ventral sucker, with bipartite seminal vesicle, welldeveloped prostate gland, prostatic duct with very thick walls, genital
atrium spacious with well-developed muscular, genital lobe. Ovary rnultilobed, immediately anterior to right testis. Seminal receptacle lacking.
"Gterine coils filling hind body. Vitelline glands in two, lateral, extracecal
rows in middle third of body length. Egg with polar process either rudimentary or clearly evident. Excretory vesicle V-shaped. Parasites of the
intestine of marine fishes.
Type spedes-Lornaphorus wardi.
The name Lomaphorus is from loma, fringe and phorus, to bear, and refers
to the characteristic longitudinal folds of the body wall.
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(Figs. 17-19)

Frequency in hosts
examined

Host
C_oelorlty1l(•/i11,< carmi11at11.1 lGooue) ............. .
l ro/Jhlfd., rer1i111J (Walbaum) ........... : ..... , .

II

1

Depth
250 fath.
140-197

3 of 33

13

Positio'rlr-lntestine.
SPECIFIC ./rAGNOSIS

. Body elongate, thick, more taperirl'g anteriorly, widest at about midbody,
hmdbody almost equally wide, posterior end broadly rounded, length 1.4 to
3.7 mm., width 0.564 to 1.463 mm.r\Ventro-marginal folds with 7 pairs of
outer lobes and sometimes an eighth pair at extreme posterior end of body.
Oral sucker large, terminal, mouth round, ventral; ventral sucker somewh~t
large~ than oral sucker, usually wider than long, abol_\t 1/ 3 body length from
a!ltenor end, its aperture subcircular, its outer rim embedded in body.
Prepharynx Yery short; esophagus about one and one-half to twice the
length of pharynx; intestinal bifurcation midway between suckers; ceca
very narrow, ending a short distance in front of posterior end. Genital pore
-shortly postbifurcal, some distance anterior to ventral sucker, slightly to
' the left. Cirrus sac large, about same size as ventral sucker, very broad,
filling intercecal, preacetabular area, base often abruptly narrowed and
pointed. Seminal vesicle bipartite, the two sac-like portions approximately
equal in size; prostate gland well developed, prostatic duct or vesicle thickwalled. Cirrus very short, the walls of the prostatic duct continuous with
two/ conspicuous, muscular lobes, the larger one anterior, the smaller
po8'£erior, projecting into genital atrium (fig. 19). These copulatory lobes
may be protruded from the genital pore. They evidently represent the
same structures described by Odhner (1911b: 107) for the genus ProctrecBs.
Genital atrium spacious, with folded, muscular walls, mostly enclosed in
cirrus sac. Testes slightly lobed, diagonal, in equatorial region, separated
by uterus, ventral to ceca, left testis more anterior. Ovary very large;
multilobed, directly in front of right testis, overlapping right cecmrr

ventrally. Seminal receptacle lacking. _Uteru~ fills ent~re h!ntlbody, ·cover'in the ceca ventrally. Follicles of v1tellaria extendmg m tVj'O/ lateral,
eJracecal fields in middle third of body . .Eggs dark yellow, thick-shelled,
htly wider at anopercular pole, 26 to 31 by 14 to 16 µ. At the ano~~~cular pole is an inconspicuous, more or less colorless, ~hort (about _2 o~
polar process. Excretory pore dorsal, median, subtermmal;
3 µ tlong) vesi'cle
y - shaped , with swollen, clO'sely
convoluted branches
.excre
ory
·
reaching to the esophagus level.
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1l1 easu1·ements
Length

Width

mm.
3.7
2.09
3.515
1.9
1.69
1.71
1.419
1.862

mm.
1.178
0.76
1.463
0.817
.725
.622
.564
.725

11
11
11
11
' I

11
11

11
11
'I

I
I
I

I
I

mm.
0.416
.298
.398
.273
.257
.249
.249
.265

Forebody

Ventral
sucker

Oral
sucker
I

I
I
I

I

I
I
I

mm.
0.456
.323
.481
.332
.315
.265
.265
.270

11

I

I
I
I
I

I

mm.
1.235
0.68
1.007
0.614
.515
.531
.456
.597

Eggs

Cirrus sac

1I

I

I
I
I
I

mm.
0.456 by 0.332
.190
.332
.498
.332
.249
.332
.365
.207
.200
.398
.160
.249
.200
.398

µ
28 by 14
26
15
1,4-1,6 ,
27-28
14-16
. 28-31
30
15
I
I
14
28
16
28
I
I
14
28

I
I'
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Lomaphorus gracilis ntlp. .

~Ch

(Figs. 22-23)
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H ost-Peristedion miniatum Goode.
Positior1r--Intestine.
Frequency-One specimen in 1 of 7' hosts examined.
Depth-138 to 140 fathoms.
SPECIFIC -DIAGNOSIS

Body elongate, relatively rather slender, tapering anteriorly, broadly
rounded posteriorly, widest near posterior end, length 2.5 mm., width 0.87
mm. Ventro-marginal lobes inconspicuous, traces of 4 on the right side of
body, only 3 on the left. Oral sucker terminal, 0.282 mm. in diameter;
ventral sucker about 1/3 from anterior end, approxiµi.ately same size as oral
sucker, 0.290 mm. in diameter, occupying aboutr 1/3 body width. Very
short prepharynx; rather small pharynx; long esophagus, nearly 3 times
leng~h of pharynx; narrow ceca not reaching posterior end by some dist~nce.
Genital pore at level of intestinal bifurcation, slightly to the left. Cirrus
sac extending diagonally to anterior edge of ventral sucker, 0.215 by 0.124
mm., more slender than in other species. Only the anterior genital or
copulatory lobe present in the genital atrium (as in L. monolenei). Testes
slightly lobed, diagonal, intercecal, approximately in midbody. Ovary
multilobed, immediately anterior to right testis. Seminal receptacle lacking. Pterus filling most of hindbody. Vitellaria extending from ventral
sucker l 2/3 l the distance to posterior end, extracecal. Eggs narrowed at
anterior-end, almost triangular in general appearance, much wider at
posterior end, 40 to 42 by 21 µ. At the broad end of the egg occurs a colorless, transparent, cap-like structure which narrows abruptly to a point
(fig. 23). The entire egg in outline is shaped much like an acorn. Excretory system not observed. It doubtless has the same form as in the two
preceding species.
COMPARISONS

.In body form this species is somewhat like L. monolenei, except more
slender. The ventro-marginal lobes seem to be reduced, the esophagus
longer, the ventral sucker smaller. The cirrus sac is slender, especially as
compared with L. wardi. The eggs of L. gracilis are characteristic. In size
they resemble those of L. monolenei and differ from L. wardi. · In shape they
are distinct from both in the much broader posterior end and in the transparent, cap-like, polar process.
The above description is based on a single specimen. The name gradlis
refers to the slender form of the body.
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Lomaphorus monolen8i ·n.&p. 1 ) 1 ~ ) /
(Figs. 20-21)

0(

3f

H <>st-Monolene antillarum Norman.
Po<Sition-Intestine.
Frequency-Present in 5 of 49'/examined. Usually 1, sometimes 2 or 3 in
host.

f

Depths-100 fath.; 14~/9 fath.; 156A13d fath.; 82/ 93 ath.
SPECIFIC DIAGNOSIS

.Color, when alive, reddish orange. Length 2.85 to 3.15 mm.; greatest
Width 1.23 to 1.34 mm. Body tapering anteriorly to a narrow diameter,
broadly rounded and plump posteriorly; greatest diameter near posterior
end. Body waU thrown into definite muscular folds along the ventrol~teral border, 7 lobe-like, lateral, outer expansions on each side; 6 medianly
d!rected lobes. Oral sucker terminal, large, with ventral, circular aperture;
ventral sucker preequatorial, slightly larger than oral sucker, occupying
about half the body diameter at that level. Very short prepharynx; welldeveloped pharynx; narrow esophagus a little longer than pharynx, forking
about halfway between suckers; narrow ceca ending a short distance in
front of posterior end. Conspicuous gland cells surround the esophagus and
Pharynx. Genital pore postbifurcal, shortly anterior to ventral sucker,
slightly to the left. Cirrus sac extending diagonally backward, filling most
of intercecal, preacetabular area, widest about in the middle, its posterior
end tapering almost to a point, barely overlapping the anterior border of
ventral sucker. Bipartite seminal vesicle in base of cirrus sac, prostatic
duct large, thick-walled, prostate gland fairly weU developed although not
to such a degree as in L. wardi. A conspicuous, muscular, genital lobe
projects into the spacious genital atrium. The smaller posterior lobe found
in L. wardi seems to be lacking. Two testes somewhat lobed, diagonal,
separated by uterus, the left testis in equatorial region, slightly in advance·
of the right testis. Ovary multilobed, immediately in front of right testis.
Seminal receptacle lacking. Uterus extends to the left and a short distance
anteriorly before coiling backward to posterior end of body. Uterine coils
fiH the intercecal, postacetabular area. Vitellaria of small follicles, in two
·ral, cecal. and extra cecal fields from posterior level of ventral sucker
ay to posterior end of body. Eggs large, dark yellow when mature,
ovmd, only very slightly wider at posterior end, without polar process. In
young eggs there is a distinct thickening of the egg shell at the posterior
end, but this thickening is absent or barely noticeable in mature eggs.
Seminal vesicle V-shaped' with crura reaching into the pharyngeal region.
M ea.surements
Lengt,h

Width

Oral
sucker

mm.

mm.

2.850
3.154
3'.145

11 1.230
1 1 1.273

mm.
0.365
.431
.416

1.340
11

It

II
iI
11

Ventral
sucker

Fore•
body

Cirrus sac

mm.
mm.
I' 0.473 I I 0.913 11
: I .498 I
.913 ! i
11
.464 11
.697 11

I/

.. -._.,:,:~"-~ ·. . . .,
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mm.
0.348 by 0.180
.416
.203
.381
.160

Eggs

J I

11

I!
II

µ
40 by 22
40
19-20
40
19
36
18
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Lomasoma stefanskii Dollfus,1960
~ost: Solea solea(L); Mediterranean; depth not stated.
Description. - Corps deprime, d' environ deux fois a un peu moins de
quatre fois plus long que large, s'attenuant en direction anterieure, gardant la meme largeur a peu pres jusqu'a l'extremite posterieure, qui
est presque tronquee.
Bords lateraux un peu incurves ventralement, donnant l'apparence
d'un faible bourrelet marginal. Ces bords sont ondules asymetriquement.
Transversalement, dans la moitie posterieure du corps, il y a 4 ou 5
legeres rides espacees, allant d'un bord a l'autre.
Cuticule nue, non spinulee. Ventouse orale subterminale a ouverture arrondie. Ventouse ventrale d'un diametre egal, ou un peu inferieur
ou un peu superieur a celui de l'orale ayant son bord anterieur a la limite
des deux premiers tiers de la longueur du corps ou un peu plus en
avant. Prepharynx nul. Pharynx un peu plus long que large et un peu plus
large dans sa partie posterieure. ffisophage d'aussi long a plus long que le
pharynx. Bifurcation intestinale plus rapprochee de la ventouse orale
que de la ventouse ventrale. Caeca intestinaux plutot etroits, se terminant vers le milieu du dernier tiers de la longueur du corps. Pore
genital au niveau de la bifurcation intestinale ou immediatement en
arriere, toujours devie un peu vers la gauche, contre le debut de la
branche gauche de l'intestin. Poche du cirre plutot courte, large, occupant
une grande partie de l'espace entre la ventouse ventrale et la bifurcation
intestinale, atteignant posterieurement ou presque le bord anterieur
de la ventouse ventrale. Faisant suite a la poche du cirre, une vesicule
seminale bipartite, dont la partie anterieure globuleuse est plus grande
que la posterieure. Pars prostatica tres developpee, occupant la plus
grande partie de la poche du cirre. Atrium genital pourvu de deux lobes
copulateurs arrondis. Testicules a contour circulaire ou irregulier,
situes en diagonale dans l'espace intercrecal, eloignes l'un de l'autre, dans
le deuxieme tiers de la longueur du corps, separes par !'uterus. Ovaire
situc au meme niveau que le testicule anterieur et immediatement en
avant du testicule posterieur. Entre le bord posterieur de la ventouse
vcntrale et le niveau du bord anterieur de l' ovaire ou du testicule anterieur,
il y a une distance egale ou un peu inferieure, ou un peu superieure, au
diametre de cette ventouse. L'ovaire est constitue par une reunion de
petits groupes de quelques follicules dont !'ensemble n'est pas limite par
une paroi.
Follicules vitellogenes petits, completement ou en grande partie
extracrecaux, s'etendant anterieurement jusqu'au niveau du bord posterieur de la ventouse ventrale et s'avam;:ant un peu posterieurement dans
le dernier tiers de la longueur du corps. Vitelloductes transverses en
avant de l'ovaire (alors qu'ils sont en arriere ou au meme niveau chez
Steri.ngophorus), passant dorsalement aux spermiductes.
Immediatement en arriere du reservoir vitellin, median, se trouve
un organe qui semble bien correspondre a
une glande de Mehlis. 11 n'y a pas de receptaculum seminis et le canal de Laurer est
extremement court. Uterus intercrecal, mais
pouvant deborder lateralement les creca et
atteindre les vitellogenes lorsqu'il est tres
developpe. Les sinuosites uterines s'etendent
principalement en
arriere de l' ovaire
et des testicules ;
el 1es n' atteigncnt
posterieurement
l'extremite du
corps que chez les
individus ages OU
elles ont acquis une
grande exte~sion.

-Loma.senna sufan,1,ii n. ap., vu par la face vem

a des sinuosites uterines transversales que correspondent les
legeres rides barrant transvcrsalement la s urfacc
ventrale dans la
moitie posterieurc
du corps. CEufs
jaune-brun, pourvus d'un proccssus
polaire, OU eperon
conique, qui parait
souvent manquer.
Vessie excretrice en V dont les
branches croisent
les creca i n t e s t i naux.

C' est
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Fig. 3. - Lomasoma
stefanskii n. sp., reuf de

Fig. 2. - LomaJoma
stefanskii n. sp., autre indi-

vidu, vu par la face dorsale.

fonne et de dimensions
moyennes. Il y en a de
plus larges et de plus
courts, avec eperon polaire
plus ou moins developpe.
L'opercule n'est pas observable.

DISCUSSION
Dans la classification actuellement et provisoirement en usage, ce
Distome appartient a la famille Fellodistomacidae (W. NICOLL 1914)
et a la sous-famille Steringophorinae T. Odhner 1911 (sensu1 R. Ph.
DoLLFUS 1952 p. 373-374), sous-famille oil l'uterus s'etend en arriere des
testicules, alors qu'il est seulement pretesticulaire dans la sous-famille
Fellodistomacinae (W. Nicoll 1909) (sensu1 R. Ph. DoLLFUS 1952 p. 373374) (1). Deux genres de Steringophorinae : Lomasoma H. W. Manter
1935 ( = Lomaphorus H. W. Manter 1934) et Lissoloma H. W. Manter
1934 (2) sont seuls, semble-t-il, a prendre en consideration pour l'identification generique de notre distome de So/ea.
Lomasoma comprend 3 especes : wardi (H. W. Manter 1934), monoleni (H. W. Manter 1934) et gracilis (H. W. Manter 1934). Lissoloma
comprend seulement le generotype : brotulae H. W. Manter 1934. Les
hotes sont des Teleosteens des Tortugas (Floride), captures a des profondeurs variant de 79 a 250 fathoms (144,491 ma 457,25 m (3). Aucun
de ccs hotes n'appartient aux Heterosomes, ils sont tous tres eloignes des
Soleiformes.
Dans ces deux genres, le testicule anterieur est au meme niveau que
l'ovaire, le testicule posterieur immediatement en arriere de l'ovaire,
lcs vitellogenes entierement ou en plus grande partie extracrecaux,
s'ctendant anterieurement jusqu'au niveau du bord posterieur ou du
milieu de la ventouse ventrale, penetrant plus ou moins posterieurement
dans le dernier tiers de la longueur du corps. La poche du cirre est
courte et plutot large, situee immediatement en avant de la ventouse
ventrale. La pars prostatica est tres developpee et la poche du cirre est
suivie d'une vesicule seminale bi-partite. Le pore genital est un peu en
arriere de la bifurcation intestinale ou au meme niveau, deplace vers la
gauche. Atrium genital pourvu d'un simple ou double lobe copulateur.
Uterus occupant la plus grande partie du corps en arriere de l'ovaire et
des testicules, s'etendant lateralement jusqu'aux vitellogenes, atteignant
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depassant largement l'extremite posterieure des creca. (Eufs generalcment pourvus a un pole d'un eperon ou d'un court processus, parfois rudimentaire ou inconstant.
La principale difference entre Lomasoma et Lissoloma consistc,
_d'apres MANTER, en la presence chez Lomasoma, de lobes musculaircs
arrondis margino-ventraux, formant des protuberances (7 ou 8 de chaque
cote chez L. wardi; 7 dirigees en dehors et 6 dirigees en dedans, de chaquc
cote, chez L. monolenei), lobes qui manquent completement chez Lisso/oma.
Cependant MANTER a place dans Lomasoma une espece, gracilis, chcz
laquelle ces lobes ventro-lateraux sont indistincts et representes sculcment (4 a droite et 3 a gauche) par de faibles irregularites marginalcs.
Lissoloma (u.n seul specimen connu) comme autres differences, a un corps
a contour ellipsoidal, non tronque posterieurement et les reufs ont un
filament polaire pouvant presque atteindre la longueur de la coque de
l'reuf.
Notre Distome de So/ea correspond par toute son anatomic internc
aux caracteres existant a la fois chez Lomasoma et Lissoloma. 11 n'a pas lcs
protuberances ventro-laterales de Lomasoma wardi et Lomasoma monoleni,
mais ii a des ondulations marginales comme Lomasoma gracilis et il prescntc ventralement des rides transversales comme Lissoloma brotulae. Il
participe ainsi des deux genres, cependant le contour du corps n'est pas
ellipsoidal comme chez brotulae, i1 est attenue anterieurement et presquc
tronque posterieurement, de sorte qu'il ressemble beaucoup a Lomasoma
gracilis (H. W. Manter 1934) H. W. Manter 1935. Ce n'est pas la mcmc
espece, les dimensions sont trop differentes, mais c'est une especc
congenerique tres voisine; je propose de la nommer Lomasoma stefanskii
n. sp. en la dediant au savant parasitologiste qui l'a decouverte.
Je souligne qu'au point de vue biogeographique, il est interessant
de constater qu'un genre de Distomes connu jusqu'a present seulement
chez des poissons non littoraux de Floride est aussi represente chez un
poisson littoral de la Mediterranee occidentale.
OU
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